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File: yOP.png (376 KB, 681x1029)
 Marenheit 451 Art Pack Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:13:26 No.35602399 >>35602403 >>35603290 >>35604164 >>35604858

*Grace period extended to the 15th.

In this thread we contribute to an art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship. The purpose is to promote free speech. Anypony is welcome to join and all media forms will be accepted. A lot of the art
pack will feature Aryanne due to the her ban on Derpi, however this is not a requirement to be included.

FAQs
Deadline?
July 11th. Grace period will allow submissions out to the 15th.

Why the name?
Marenheit 451. A reference and parody of Fahrenheit 451

Where to submit?
In the thread. Use smutty.horse (or other) if you can't post it directly. Please use the anchor post.

How much will it cost?
It will be a donation and will be pay-what-you-want.

What charity?
Running a final poll. See post below for details.

Is NSFW allowed?
Both SFW and NSFW stuff will be allowed. Use external links for NSFW.

What skill levels are accepted?
Any and all. This project is about community involvement.

Links:
Thread Doc: https://derpy.me/dxRjI
Art Ideas: https://derpy.me/kP4IF
Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/kjBIh

Previous thread: >>35596946 →

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:13:39 No.35602400 >>35603312

Poll for charity choice:

https://www.strawpoll.me/20575053

Charity options:

Comic Book Defense League:
Dedicate to protecting rights to draw whatever. Under recent controversy (sexual abuse), director stepped down.
Website: http://cbldf.org/
About: http://cbldf.org/f-a-q/
Work: http://cbldf.org/about-us/case-files/
Allegations: https://derpy.me/d56xD

First Amendment Project:
Dedicated to free speech and free press. Targeted more towards journalists. Localized in California.
Website: https://www.thefirstamendment.org/
About: https://derpy.me/COtii
Work: https://derpy.me/auBji

The Fire:
Works to defend rights on universities.
Website: https://www.thefire.org/
About: https://derpy.me/mdWnS
Work: https://derpy.me/y4p0C

Freedom to Read Foundation:
Protects 1st amendment. Targeted more at libraries.
Website: https://www.ftrf.org/
About: https://derpy.me/wyWSy
Work: https://derpy.me/oYaN4

Equus Foundation:
Supports horse welfare across America.
Website: https://www.equusfoundation.org/
About: https://derpy.me/jiuiO
Work: https://derpy.me/jNgWd

Days End Farm Horse Rescue:
Helps care for abused and neglected horses.
Website: https://www.defhr.org/
About: https://derpy.me/JQCh1
Work: https://derpy.me/aNEpF

South Jersey Horse Rescue:
Saves horses from slaughter, helps abandond and abused horses
Website: https://www.southjerseyhorserescue.com/
Work: https://derpy.me/Vkc8K

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:14:41 No.35602403 >>35602440 >>35602465 >>35602843 >>35603156 >>35603186 >>35603402 >>35603440 >>35603471 >>35603524 >>35603605 >>35603707 >>35603720 >>35603724 >>35603867 >>35603973
>>35604200 >>35604578 >>35604787 >>35604826 >>35604850 >>35605565 >>35605624 >>35605735 >>35605803 >>35605835 >>35605874 >>35606127 >>35606143 >>35606148 >>35606169 >>35606172 >>35606214 >>35606228 >>35606303
>>35606499 >>35606501 >>35606529 >>35606639 >>35606664 >>35606773 >>35606975 >>35606979 >>35607009 >>35607170 >>35607248 >>35607280 >>35607344 >>35607353 >>35607412 >>35607500 >>35607593 >>35607652 >>35607810
>>35608443 >>35608470
File: RedAnk.jpg (20 KB, 400x400)

>>35602399 (OP)
Anchor.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:25:56 No.35602430 >>35602437

I want to breed Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:27:13 No.35602432 >>35602437

I want to bread Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:29:38 No.35602437

>>35602430
>>35602432
In your dreams mongrels, she only takes 95% Nordic and up.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:32:52 No.35602440 >>35602450 >>35602467 >>35602473 >>35602599 >>35603139 >>35603678 >>35604301
File: Horsified meadow nigger h(...).png (2.31 MB, 1219x1803)

>>35602403
Was sitting on this for a couple hours wondering which version I should submit, so I'll just submit both.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzncyqxxuc.png
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzncyatfle.png

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:37:40 No.35602450 >>35602484

>>35602440
That came out really good. Personally I think I like the sepia tone version.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:47:33 No.35602465 >>35602470

>>35602403
Oh, sorry again, this one in Release folder is also an edit:
Aryanne Leather Pride - https://derpibooru.org/images/2364353

I rechecked and didn't spot any other edits, so it should be OK now.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:49:04 No.35602467 >>35602484 >>35602552

>>35602440
The art is excellent, but WTF with this kind of censoring? Wasn't there anything better to do with it?
I had to download the full version even though a view of horse genitalia for me is fucking disgusting.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:51:13 No.35602470

>>35602465
Fixed.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:52:56 No.35602473 >>35602484

>>35602440
Fuck that's great. Nice work. Think you can do a quick edit of the lewd bits so it can be posted here?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:59:23 No.35602484 >>35602498 >>35602503 >>35603139 >>35603524

>>35602450
Thanks Anon. I think I like it better too.

>>35602467
Just seems to be the hot new way of censoring things these days.

>>35602473
https://u.smutty.horse/lvznjznarch.png
https://u.smutty.horse/lvznkadjaev.png
Here you go, Anon.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)12:05:04 No.35602498

>>35602484
Thanks for the edits.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)12:07:34 No.35602503

>>35602484
thanks, saved.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)12:30:57 No.35602544

>>35602417 →
Yes, yes you will. Every single Derpi collab had a rush of additions at last possible moment. Most people do not have a good work ethic.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)12:34:12 No.35602552 >>35602587

>>35602467
Are you gay anon?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)12:35:07 No.35602555 >>35602577

throwing something together and hope to be finished today. Is there an absolute cutoff time? If I don't get finished today will I have some time to finish tomorrow or are you closing submissions at the stroke of midnight etc?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)12:45:15 No.35602577

>>35602555
Just try and get it in before the 16th. That gives you today (the 14th) and all of tomorrow (the 15th). If you're running very close to midnight on the 15th, say something in the thread and I'll keep a look out for it. Basically just want to
have it ready on the 16th so it can be passed off to Datte sooner than later.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)12:50:44 No.35602587

>>35602552
No, I'm just not into ponies in frame of my sexual preferences, even in their human forms. Ponies in their personalities are too cute for me to fap on.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)12:56:41 No.35602599

>>35602440
>>35602440
10/10. That's adorable. I like the bottom one best.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)14:42:04 No.35602843 >>35602865 >>35602873 >>35603204 >>35603630 >>35603858 >>35603944
File: marenheit.png (608 KB, 2139x2767)

>>35602403
Nothing like a glass of juice to start off your morning

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)14:48:17 No.35602865

>>35602843
Part of every balanced breakfast!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)14:49:32 No.35602873

>>35602843
cute mare loves juice

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)14:54:06 No.35602889 >>35602899 >>35602910 >>35603082 >>35603556 >>35604301 >>35604429 >>35604816
File: Aryanne Pack WIP.png (178 KB, 743x996)

Alright, sketch done. I'm sure you can figure out who this is from the signature.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)14:59:17 No.35602899 >>35602907 >>35602910 >>35602928 >>35602940

>>35602889
Voice Actor? Visual Artist? Violent Asshole? Very Accentuated?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:00:38 No.35602907 >>35602928

>>35602899
Vnazi Ascum, obviously.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:01:44 No.35602910 >>35602928

>>35602899
>>35602889
Vagina, Artificial

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:08:53 No.35602928 >>35602935 >>35603038 >>35603042 >>35603050

>>35602899
>>35602907
>>35602910
Fuck, the E mustn't be clear enough, then.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:10:45 No.35602935

>>35602928
The 2020 does kind of mess with it
Eevil Vnazi Ascum, then.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:12:05 No.35602940 >>35603076

>>35602899
Some one, for the love god, change their OC to Violent Asshole. Their special tallent is powerbottoming.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:43:44 No.35603038 >>35603081

>>35602928
Eva? As in Eva Braun?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:45:14 No.35603042 >>35603081
File: nge.png (1.74 MB, 1491x1176)

>>35602928
Evangellion?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:48:28 No.35603050 >>35603081

>>35602928
Electronic Visual Aid?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:55:32 No.35603076
File: Hitler think you are great.jpg (18 KB, 300x428)

>>35602940
Fuck, you actually made me
laugh.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:56:56 No.35603081 >>35603082 >>35603227

>>35603038
>>35603042
>>35603050
The V is... A little older than that. Think of other places where a V is used.
I was also on the list of artists to contact. I'm >>35602213 →

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:57:48 No.35603082 >>35603094 >>35603227

>>35602889
>>35603081
I knew I've seen that signature. Wait 5, I'll give you another (you)

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:00:35 No.35603094 >>35603103

>>35603082
You'll probably need 5 minutes to walk around one of his versions of a pony anyway to be fair.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:04:23 No.35603103
File: 144905.jpg (211 KB, 1897x1514)

>>35603094
Hah! Yeah, that's
probably true.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:16:47 No.35603136

>>35602953 →
Missed this one, that's a cute tiny horse.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:17:06 No.35603139
File: 711439 horse pussy.png (240 KB, 547x440)

>>35602440
>>35602484
>my 2 favorite ponies in a single image
rare but not unwelcome, thank you rhorse you
absolute madwoman

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:21:53 No.35603156 >>35603770 >>35604301 >>35604411 >>35605903
File: koder.png (51 KB, 1136x595)

>>35602403

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:26:16 No.35603176 >>35603241 >>35603242 >>35604301
File: Arjaana_DEMo1.png (1.04 MB, 1250x1000)

Didn't realize old thread was in bump limit, so reposting
I hope I can finish at least this one in time despite my schedule being absolute ass.
I wanted to do another one with Ary showing off her sexy bits but I'm not sure if I can
make it for tomorrow.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:29:39 No.35603186

>>35602953 →

>>35602403

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:35:06 No.35603204

>>35602843
She really likes like her juice

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:42:58 No.35603227 >>35604816

>>35603081
>>35603082
Sorry, I couldn't find your name artfriend. I tend to save only the ID, and it's been a long time since I ordered my downloads.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:46:33 No.35603241

>35603156
(You) ;)

>>35603176
got all day tomorrow to finish it friend

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:46:49 No.35603242

>>35603176
Ultra cute, hope you will succeed in your business.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:09:36 No.35603290 >>35603323

>>35602399 (OP)
>no artist doc
Anon, they already screenshotted the last one and are using images of that. All you're doing is hamstringing us into a guessing game while doing nothing to slow the Twitteratti.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:16:17 No.35603312 >>35603316 >>35603340 >>35603341

>>35602400
>"Days End Horse Rescue Farm" jumped to 24 votes while everything else barely moved
I get the feeling someone shared that Strawpoll link outside of this thread

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:19:35 No.35603316

>>35603312
That or they stuffed the ballot with a VPN.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:22:48 No.35603323 >>35603343 >>35603384 >>35603386

>>35603290
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nWPzUFxZL1-KA3UE4lf4wZdyeuowaaP-qbWS0N4A8ug/edit?usp=sharing

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:27:25 No.35603340

>>35603312
That definitely doesn't seem right.
I wouldn't mind money going to that charity but rigging is not the way.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:27:44 No.35603341 >>35603350

>>35603312
Unironically, I think that the poll should not be public. Only the artists should decide on the poll result.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:30:45 No.35603343
File: 1594117300897.png (44 KB, 326x285)

>>35603323
Oh hey new artist doc, remember drawfrens to
link your submission.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:32:52 No.35603350

>>35603341
It shouldn't be through a site at all, really. It would have to be hand-counted to make sure it's one vote per artist, but there's an issue of contact and verification.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:45:31 No.35603384 >>35603419 >>35603604

>>35603323
I don't know enough about google docs to link my comments the way everyone else seems to be. Is it okay if I just confine my activity to the thread and anchor instead and let someone else handle that? How do I link multiple posts to
desuarchive in the doc?... or maybe someone can help me figure out how to format it correctly?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:47:11 No.35603386 >>35603402
File: 1560460412708.png (1013 KB, 891x933)

>>35603323
>tfw too obscure to be identified by
the signature

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:51:01 No.35603402 >>35603409 >>35603424 >>35603446 >>35604301
File: Luftkrieg3.jpg (3.16 MB, 1596x2026)

>>35603386
I don't even sign my art. Case in point with this one, anyone who knows my style with watercolor or eyes can identify me but I rarely like to spoil the effect of a picture anymore with a watermark if I can help it. Those
who know, know. Those who don't, oh well. The signature can be really distracting to the effect of the final image if it's not done right and being horsefamous isn't all it's cracked up to be.

The version I'm linking here has no compression: https://files.catbox.moe/3o4k91.png

>>35602403

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:54:11 No.35603409 >>35603619

>>35603402
it should also upload here momentarily: https://ponybooru.org/images/158589

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:57:52 No.35603419 >>35603604

>>35603384
Desuarchive is automatically archived, as it scrapes the boards in question. But yes, by all means just enter your delivery post number(s) in the artist doc if you like; some people have done exactly that.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)17:59:29 No.35603424 >>35603435

>>35603402
This is cute. Good work.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:02:43 No.35603435

>>35603424
Thanks, it came at a time where I was really struggling with art and I got to paint my two favorite things: a cute pony and a moth and an excuse to flex those traditional art muscles so they don't atrophy.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:03:47 No.35603440 >>35603484 >>35604301
File: arykat.png (1.57 MB, 2270x4640)

>>35602403
Somebody mentioned this in the drawthread.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:05:35 No.35603446

>>35603402
>traditional watercolour
>and it's done really well, too
Yes. This sustains me.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:06:19 No.35603449 >>35603464

>late deadline tomorrow
>still not done
Fuck my life and double fuck muh job

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:10:02 No.35603464 >>35603533
File: a2f.png (1.01 MB, 1900x2400)

>>35603449
Come on Anon you can do it! You still
have time!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:11:02 No.35603471 >>35603533 >>35603575 >>35603692 >>35603697 >>35603999
File: 1592928644169.png (108 KB, 250x265)

>>35602403
Got another delivery as well. This person is banned, but contributed. File is too large to
properly attach.

https://u.smutty.horse/lvzosqcovrv.png

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:13:37 No.35603484

>>35603440
Nice job, anon! I like the shading on the head. That pink color is a nice touch.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/14/20(Tue)18:20:03 No.35603514 >>35603519 >>35603737 >>35603748

Alright Bois, the payment system is all set up, all that's left is to uploaded the final folder containing all content pieces

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:21:30 No.35603519 >>35603526 >>35603528

>>35603514
Is there a specific hour for the deadline, or is it already over?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:22:17 No.35603524

>>35602403
>>35602484
Maybe these sfw versions should be anchored too

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:22:25 No.35603526 >>35603527

>>35603519
11:59 pm July 15
i believe

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:22:50 No.35603527 >>35603624

>>35603526
What timezone, faggot.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/14/20(Tue)18:23:35 No.35603528
File: large.png (89 KB, 395x472)

>>35603519
That's up to the main organizer, I'm assuming end of June 15 though. That's how "deadlines" in many of the packs I've been
in worked before.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:24:30 No.35603533 >>35603546 >>35603560 >>35603572 >>35603999
File: swastifly.png (13 KB, 187x175)

>>35603464
Don't hold your breath, I'm such a newfag at drawing that everything takes three times
longer than it should.

>>35603471
>that butterfly
Such a majestic creature

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:27:58 No.35603546

>>35603533
HAHAHA

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:33:36 No.35603556

>>35602889
Man, I recognize the signature, but my brain is having a issue remembering what artist you are. Either way, you do some good work, and I'm glad to see you contributing to the pack.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:35:29 No.35603560 >>35603604

>>35603533
you can be an oldfag at drawing and still have the "I'm slow" problem. Can you believe some people draw without stabilizers? I guess they love redrawing the same line 10 times.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:39:20 No.35603572

>>35603533
You got this Anon. I believe in you!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:40:16 No.35603575

>>35603471
This entire image gives me joy.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:46:45 No.35603604 >>35603656 >>35603660

>>35603419
>>35603384
A couple of us are going to have to go back and link some posts because folk like AnontheAnon posted a thread or two ago and there's a lot of others who are n the list but are posting Anonymously. Not to mention, how do we even link
Collaborations? There's been a couple of those too, including the cover image, which is between 4-5 different artists.

Maybe focusing on what's anchored would be the way to go at the end of the day. Or is this just for crediting the submissions?

>>35603560
This is why I paint instead of line. As long as the brush stroke is confident, it doesn't matter how ugly it looks.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:47:23 No.35603605 >>35603613 >>35603617 >>35603663 >>35603795 >>35604301
File: Aryanne Submission SFW.png (566 KB, 1100x1560)

>>35602403
Here's my submission; pony on, dudes!

NSFW version:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzqnjwxtoz.png

The nsfw version is almost identical, just added a slit.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:50:08 No.35603613

>>35603605
That's a cute poner. Good work.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:50:56 No.35603617

>>35603605
I love it, but the NSFW one feels unnecessary. It's such a small difference.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:51:39 No.35603619

>>35603409
This is an artpack, don't post it anywhere yet, retard.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:53:15 No.35603624

>>35603527
EST

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)18:54:35 No.35603630 >>35603785 >>35603914

>>35602843
looks a little burnt to me desu

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:00:13 No.35603651 >>35603665 >>35603677 >>35603710
File: 3d6d721dca3d813c3878fa20b(...).png (20 KB, 1258x279)

I got a reply from that charity, BTW, the one Faust volunteers at?
Here's what they said.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:01:20 No.35603656 >>35603678

>>35603604
Can I see one of your paintings, anon? I love painterly things. It's one of my weaknesses.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:01:47 No.35603660 >>35603673

>>35603604
I actually just went through and added hyperlinks to the ones that are already there, as it happens. Also, related: If you link or save a Dropbox entry, please use the download URL (it starts with "dl.") so the image is uncompressed.

But to answer your question, I would guess this is just for crediting, which will ultimately help the organiser when renaming the files. Most artpacks have a file naming scheme that includes the artist name somewhere, like "# - Artist" or
"Artist - #". For collabs, it might be prudent to just list it under a primary artist and mention "(collab with X)" in the submission notes.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:02:21 No.35603663 >>35603670

>>35603605
what is she saying?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:02:32 No.35603665

>>35603651
Fucking KEK. They don't accept Anonymous donations at all?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:03:47 No.35603670 >>35603690

>>35603663
it says "better dead than red" in German

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:04:21 No.35603673 >>35603676

>>35603660
I'd be happy not being credited.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:05:23 No.35603676

>>35603673
That's fine. Anonymous is also an option, and the submissions that can't or don't want to be credited would probably default to that.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:05:28 No.35603677 >>35603696

>>35603651
well cross that off the list

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:05:30 No.35603678

>>35603656
>>35602440

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:06:26 No.35603685 >>35603689

Can't wait to buy this thing, bros.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:07:24 No.35603689
File: 03ildqchatb11.png (150 KB, 474x250)

>>35603685
me too i got 100 coronabux spared
and ready just for this

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:08:01 No.35603690

>>35603670
Thank!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:08:29 No.35603692

>>35603471
Audibly kek'd. That's beautiful.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:09:42 No.35603696

>>35603677
Yep, we'll need to find one that accepts Paypal. I don't currently have a bank account, due to personal things that no one cares about, but I do have a working Paypal. If anyone has some ideas for dog rescues or pet shelter charities, hit
me up in the thread. I still kind of want to make this thing happen.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:10:15 No.35603697

>>35603471
>do you believe in magic intensifies

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:11:03 No.35603702 >>35603729

A quick google search leads me to United Pet Fund. Would this work?
https://www.paypal.com/fundraiser/charity/160518

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:12:14 No.35603707
File: 1594711860092.png (128 KB, 1600x1200)

>>35602403
I don't think my drawing was put in the archive
last thread so here it is.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:12:36 No.35603708 >>35603720 >>35603739

>>35575677 →
NSFW version
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzquejvhjn.png

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:13:01 No.35603710 >>35603718 >>35603723 >>35603725

>>35603651
Anon, click the donate link on their website.
https://wildlifelearningcenter.org/
it's fucking paypal.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:14:45 No.35603718

>>35603710
/facepalm

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:14:55 No.35603720 >>35603733

>>35602403
Anchoring >>35603708

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:15:48 No.35603723

>>35603710
Well, at least now I know how to donate to it when sales of the artpack are done. That's good.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:15:48 No.35603724 >>35603761 >>35604301
File: ary.jpg (2.86 MB, 1904x2516)

>>35602403
Hai, can this still into the pack?

Credit anon if needed

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:15:50 No.35603725 >>35603729

>>35603710
Seems like we won't need to discard this charity then.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:17:26 No.35603729 >>35603740

>>35603725
>>35603702
We've already got quite a few charities we're looking at, in the realms of free speech and horses. It's a nice gesture but I don't really think we need more options.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:18:09 No.35603733

>>35603720
Oh yeah, forgot to anchor. Thanks!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:19:31 No.35603736 >>35603737 >>35603743 >>35603765

Oh, turns out Gumroad only pays through direct deposit. So I'll have to sell the artpack through Paypal, I believe. This is actually more involved than I thought. Is the guy handling the sales of Marenheit in the thread? I want to know how
to do it so when I'm heading it, it doesn't get out of hand. Do you think it would be best to do it directly for each sale, so for every X amount received, send the link to the artpack personally insteadof using a third-party website?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:20:12 No.35603737 >>35603765

>>35603736
>>35603514

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:20:32 No.35603739

>>35603708
Very nice anon. Like the wrap around the dock and the hearts on the socks.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:20:32 No.35603740

>>35603729
No, this is for Tying Knots (working title)/ the dog shelter artpack discussed last thread. Sorry for any confusion!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:20:54 No.35603743 >>35603765

>>35603736
This one is being done through E-Junkie, if memory serves.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:21:58 No.35603748

>>35603514
Datte, is this being sold through E-junkie?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:23:38 No.35603752 >>35604654
File: bb540c8a28c5f1a1d305bff38(...).png (23 KB, 856x264)

If they're using E-junkie, that means they're paying either $5 or $10/month to host the
pack, which is generous.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:25:06 No.35603761 >>35604154
File: 1519447811013.gif (2.2 MB, 1000x563)

>>35603724
nice one

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:26:51 No.35603765 >>35603769
File: 111.png (14 KB, 809x61)

>>35603736
>>35603743
>>35603737
He's at work atm so can't post here but asked about the cover image minutes ago. He said he'll wait on it because of:
>>35602413 →
>>35602417 →
You're right though He's taking care of it and it's all going on e-junkie.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:29:25 No.35603769

>>35603765
Thanks for the info, anon. :3

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:30:12 No.35603770

>>35603156
wtf, coders are fish?!?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:34:26 No.35603785 >>35607280
File: unknown.png (143 KB, 939x657)

>>35603630

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:38:58 No.35603795

>>35603605
love the composition/pose/ect. The off center flag is triggering my autism thoguh

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:54:46 No.35603858 >>35603900

>>35602843
Did you intentionally make it look like Dilarius made it, because if so that's a good kek.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)19:56:26 No.35603867 >>35603906 >>35604301
File: Ring Gymnastics.png (113 KB, 1488x1936)

>>35602403
Made a drawing inspired by the edit that was removed from the main pack here >>35600198 →
because I really liked it.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:02:54 No.35603900

>>35603858
^:)

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:04:57 No.35603906 >>35603915

>>35603867
That's a strong mare.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:06:19 No.35603914
File: princess level kek.gif (1.47 MB, 498x498)

>>35603630

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:06:33 No.35603915

>>35603906
Für dich.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:12:44 No.35603944 >>35604002 >>35604049

>>35602843

thank you for your contribution Dilarus. happy to see you found inner peace.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:17:11 No.35603957 >>35603999 >>35604111

They left this comment in the gdoc and my phone can't post files
>can anyone help me upload picture? >4chan ban my ip link:https://u.smutty.horse/lvzosqcovrv.png Im iillli >the last one in the artist list
It's pretty good art, sfw

 MKogwheel 07/14/20(Tue)20:18:44 No.35603965 >>35603973
File: die Aryanne's face.png (2.05 MB, 1720x2200)

A fucking leaf pointed out, that it should be "Die Aryanne's face" not "Der", cause she
is of female sex
Germans don't care for your gender

pack-name neutral:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzrhmwgcbz.png
textless:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvykhlimmtf.png

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:21:15 No.35603973

>>35602403
>>35603965

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:26:08 No.35603999

>>35603957
I got it anon, don't worry

>>35603533
>>35603471

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:27:09 No.35604002 >>35604007 >>35604029 >>35604056

>>35603944
Is that Dilarus? It does look like him. Pretty based if so, maybe they're turning that new leaf and want to contribute to a good cause.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:28:27 No.35604007 >>35604020

>>35604002
No I’m pretty sure I know who that artist is and it’s not him

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:30:04 No.35604020

>>35604007
....rused again

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:33:47 No.35604029

>>35604002
It's too clean and not-putty-like to be deletus. Also no vile words on it.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:36:34 No.35604049 >>35604056

>>35603944
It's not him, you retard

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:37:18 No.35604056 >>35604069

>>35604002
>>35604049
You can't be serious.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:40:01 No.35604069 >>35604075

>>35604056
Are you blind or something?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:41:09 No.35604075

>>35604069
Currently only blind person here is you if you can't see it as a part of joke.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:43:50 No.35604087 >>35604104 >>35604105

Dilarus told me in a private conversation about his great admiration of Aryanne being a great rolemodel for girls. as a strong patriotic woman who made a career in the military.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:48:07 No.35604104

>>35604087
Who?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:48:07 No.35604105

>>35604087
I've never told anyone, but Dilarus pissed on my wife. He took out his HRT-shriveled penis and said it was THIS BIG, and if I remember right, I had said "that's gross".

It's painful to even think about it now

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:50:47 No.35604111 >>35604114

>>35603957
>https://u.smutty.horse/lvzosqcovrv.png
Top Heil

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:51:17 No.35604114

>>35604111
checkem

 not Darkdoomerchu 07/14/20(Tue)20:51:33 No.35604117 >>35604126 >>35604127 >>35604151 >>35604169 >>35604194
File: unknown-18.png (2.4 MB, 1000x1400)

I have been ordered to say that i foubd this as a Random picture in a discord chatroom.

there will be a painted version as well as a second picture; like in anthro. but i fear the mysterious creator may not be able to finish both until the
end of the dedline.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:53:17 No.35604126

>>35604117
mysterious!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)20:53:27 No.35604127

>>35604117
We still are going to credit him on the pack. I like the hand drawing style.
Tell him an anon said he is awesome

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:00:59 No.35604151 >>35604194

>>35604117
is that darkdoomer

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:02:03 No.35604154

>>35603761
what the fuck is that gif, is that new too?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:05:22 No.35604164 >>35604197

>>35602399 (OP)
You think we can ask the charity that gets the money for some proof? I'd love to see how much we'll end up gathering in the end with this

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:06:21 No.35604169

>>35604117
that is absolutely stunning

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:13:01 No.35604194

>>35604117
Her face looks adorable, it's good to know there's still traditional artists out there.

>>35604151
Yes, AKA Patachu, I would defiinitively recognize him even if his ponies changed over time.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/14/20(Tue)21:13:56 No.35604197 >>35604204

>>35604164
I'm staking my name as assurance that every cent made will go straight to the charity. After running Clop For A Cause alongside amazing people for 5 years without a hitch, I hope that means something

Obviously I will be posting receipts as proof with personal details omitted, exactly like CFAC did for proof

 /d/ 07/14/20(Tue)21:14:26 No.35604200 >>35604206 >>35604207 >>35604229
File: Marenheit451.png (436 KB, 1766x1286)

>>35602403
part 2 to >>35599669 →, thanks forme do this,
bud

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:15:33 No.35604204 >>35604212 >>35604215

>>35604197
I mean I am not doubting that you'll send the money to the charity. I just wanna see how much money we actually managed to gather after all this

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:16:05 No.35604206

>>35604200
>>35599669 →

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/688206454125101143/732676526230863882/07_13_aryanne_riding_full.png Full version

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:16:54 No.35604207

>>35604200
Kek

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/14/20(Tue)21:18:56 No.35604212

>>35604204
I'm gonna keep a tally and update you guys every once.and a little while

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/14/20(Tue)21:20:29 No.35604215 >>35604245

>>35604204
I say this cos since I'll be donating anonymously, I don't expect them to accurately track how much money any anonymous donor donates

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:23:42 No.35604229 >>35604244

>>35604200
thats fucking great
does she eat the glue afterwards too?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:25:42 No.35604244 >>35604275

>>35604229
It's Trixie, what do you think? Glue goes well with crayons

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:25:43 No.35604245 >>35604275 >>35604338
File: 0326_O~1.png (1.04 MB, 5200x4000)

>>35604215

probably the better choice lest we will pull a wallstreetjournal kills kids like the
killstream did 2 years ago.

if you split the money up in smaller bits they will probably not notice shit.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:33:09 No.35604275

>>35604244
she's so special

>>35604245 (You)
love that hat

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:39:54 No.35604301 >>35604317 >>35604342
File: 0236_OAT_Vectors_clothes_(...).png (474 KB, 2500x3235)

>>35603867

very athlethic. i expected no less of Aryanne.

>>35603724

tragic comedy. also nice. I like it.

>>35603605

glad this one did not have an extra cut of meat. extra credit for the flag and the german quote.

>>35603440

i posted an image with this cat knife face a couple days ago. did not expect to see an Aryannification of it so soon. .o.

>>35603402

white ponies in flower fields are very aesthethic

>>35603156

uma delicia baitu desu

>>35603176

this looks very harmonic already. summer themed art is always nice at this time of the year. also i dont think someone has ever drawn Aryanne and Button Mash together. Nice work on the hats.

>>35602889

i may expose myself as a complete newfag here but ive never seen this style before conciously nor do i recall what VA means. nontheless, nice picture.

>>35602440

I wondered when someone would ponyfy this. expected MLPOL would 3 something years ago. but now someone gladly did. Thank You Anon.

Also big shoutout to the Car Speedomeeter guy and the Anon who made the Euopean Lion adaption. Inspirational videos.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:43:01 No.35604317 >>35604335

>>35604301 (You)
calm it with those spaces anon

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:47:45 No.35604335 >>35604346
File: 0142_OAT_Vectors_anthro_b(...).png (623 KB, 4000x4837)

>>35604317

maybe. but maybe not.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/14/20(Tue)21:50:14 No.35604338
File: 1443212946320.png (158 KB, 748x478)

>>35604245 (You)
Yea I'm gonna donate in weekly or every-3-days increments, to limit the amount of dough on my account at all times.

Those who hate free expression and want nothing more but to censor art are vile, hateful and cunning creatures, and I wouldn't put it past them to try and get my account banned. In that event, if I do donate in
small amounts like I have planned, the impact will be lessened.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:51:08 No.35604342 >>35604345 >>35604365

>>35604301 (You)
Is that you, chicken?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:51:18 No.35604343

This is pretty unlikely to go into the pack (or get finished, really) because turbo degeneracy, but still.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzsauhgfcp.PNG

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:51:49 No.35604345 >>35604365

>>35604342
I bet it is lmao

Or maybe it's Randy

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)21:51:54 No.35604346 >>35604365 >>35605714
File: The Bell.gif (1.62 MB, 465x303)

>>35604335 (You)
Comply anon or else

 (∩ω)⊃━ﾟ .*<卐3 07/14/20(Tue)21:59:04 No.35604365
File: cat king.jpg (188 KB, 571x699)

>>35604342
>>35604345
>>35604346

maybe

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:01:34 No.35604376 >>35604382 >>35604391 >>35604450 >>35604491 >>35604515
File: 1436482181544.png (55 KB, 320x240)

What kind of faggotry is this? Some discord circlejerk is leaking?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:02:09 No.35604382

>>35604376
you tell me

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:03:30 No.35604391

>>35604376
Chicken is an old Aryanne poster, and main archiver of all the art and fanfics done with her. He posts at every art and writting post, leaving lots of spaces
But he can also be Randy, the creator of Aryanne, who always write with spaces, and adding kitties to his posts.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:08:52 No.35604411 >>35605707

>>35603156
*Triggered*
You need the article in this case, i.e. "Das ist ein Köder." to form a proper sentence.
Grammatik macht frei.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:12:19 No.35604429

>>>>35602889
that ary is adorable, evan

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:15:23 No.35604442 >>35604448
File: 1484250918540.png (2.47 MB, 2048x2048)

I am afraid I wont make it.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:16:04 No.35604448

>>35604442
godspeed, anon, you have a whole day left!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:16:37 No.35604450

>>35604376
my guess is some really oldfag who used to draw or hang around aryanne threads. one of the pieces in the artpack looks like one of the original artists

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:25:36 No.35604491 >>35604532

>>35604376
Newfag detected

If you don't know who Chikun is, you have exposed yourself

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:28:40 No.35604506 >>35604510 >>35604517 >>35604521 >>35604555

Gonna be cutting it real close, what timezone are we going by, in terms of when the 15th starts?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:29:43 No.35604510 >>35604555 >>35604614

>>35604506
EST

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:30:06 No.35604515 >>35604532 >>35604551
File: EcBA3fEU4AEy3Tr.png (444 KB, 844x478)

>>35604376
>Doesn't know who Randy is
>While posting in an Aryanne themed thread

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:30:19 No.35604517 >>35604555

>>35604506
it's start of the 15th? I thought it was the end

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:31:36 No.35604521 >>35604556

>>35604506
Keep in mind that you can submit it on the 15th. It doesn't have to be today (14th).

 Not Darkdoomerchu 07/14/20(Tue)22:32:43 No.35604530 >>35604537 >>35604549 >>35604578
File: aryanne2283.jpg (2.54 MB, 2000x3120)

Mysterious Contributor chose to munch down a bar of Panzerschokolade and finished this piece in about 90 minutes.

Additional work pending but this will be the main contribution for now. Next pieces may or may not be finished within the
next 8 hours.

Please enjoy, Archive and repost. Thank You.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:33:01 No.35604532 >>35604540 >>35604541 >>35604607

>>35604491
>>35604515
I was literally never ever interested in Aryanne and other political horse memes before this whole derpi drama.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:34:07 No.35604537

>>35604530 (You)
>Did it in 90 minutes
Christ that's fast.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:34:51 No.35604540

>>35604532
Same, I had her filtered.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:34:58 No.35604541
File: 2388189.gif (156 KB, 128x128)

>>35604532
It's ok newfriend, just
teasing you

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:36:31 No.35604549
File: 1225761.png (371 KB, 4961x4961)

>>35604530 (You)
Mein gott! Patachu is
literally a workhorse.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:37:14 No.35604551 >>35604570
File: Brenton Chan pony version(...).jpg (1.18 MB, 2894x2894)

>>35604515

speaking of Randolph, his art contribution is not done. I attempted to motivate him to finish it earlier, but hes done for today. picture is about 40-50 percent done. can not say if and when he will finish it.
i feel uneasy about it.
i dont expect the pack to get pushed back for just one piece even if its him. so assuming HE DOES finish it, i think it will be hopefully done by the end of the week.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:37:40 No.35604555 >>35604561 >>35604562 >>35604569 >>35604614

>>35604506
>>35604510
>>35604517
We need to just decide that this is the deadline. One second before midnight, Eastern Time. If you submit after this, there's no guarantee you'll be in the pack.

https://www.timeanddate.com/countdown/generic?iso=20200715T235959&p0=179&msg=Submission+deadline&font=cursive&csz=1

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:38:04 No.35604556

>>35604521
Ooh, gotcha. Thanks!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:39:16 No.35604561

>>35604555
shame about all the latefags, but that how it be

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:39:19 No.35604562

>>35604555
thanki

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:41:06 No.35604569 >>35604582
File: 1573073081334.jpg (16 KB, 428x424)

>>35604555
i really need to finish my piece fuck

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/14/20(Tue)22:41:12 No.35604570 >>35604590

>>35604551 (You)
I will finish it for him if he likes, but his sketches are really clean so it'll look nice regardless

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:43:10 No.35604578

>>35604530 (You)
>>35602403

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:44:22 No.35604582

>>35604569
You can do it!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:46:29 No.35604590

>>35604570
can confirm ive colored one of his before https://derpibooru.org/images/1811194

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:50:41 No.35604607

>>35604532
Randy is the creator of ary

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)22:52:40 No.35604614

>>35604510
>>35604555
>EST
>not PST which is literally 4chan time
anon pls

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:03:05 No.35604654 >>35604683 >>35604735

>>35603752
Since the Release folder is currently about 700mb, will probably have to be the $10 option.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:08:14 No.35604683 >>35604709 >>35604712 >>35604735 >>35604751

>>35604654
So you're saying that you're going to be distributing nearly a gb of swastikas?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:13:31 No.35604709 >>35604751

>>35604683
Yes.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:14:09 No.35604712 >>35604733

>>35604683
theres a lot of old artwork jammed in 'other', but the 3d stuff or the webms is whats causing the huge MB im sure

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:18:31 No.35604733 >>35604818

>>35604712
The 700mb number is only for the Release folder. It excludes everything outside of it. Videos occupy about 250mb of it.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:18:48 No.35604735

>>35604654
>>35604683
okay now thats based
censors btfo

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:21:36 No.35604751 >>35604755
File: Ja.png (1.09 MB, 850x1153)

>>35604709
>>35604683

>So you're saying that you're going to be distributing nearly a
gb of swastikas?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:22:41 No.35604755

>>35604751 (You)
That looks cool actually

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:24:54 No.35604770 >>35604790 >>35604799 >>35604806 >>35604915
File: nazihorse.png (290 KB, 642x1011)

Any /ic/ before I submit?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:28:26 No.35604787 >>35604790 >>35604804 >>35604808 >>35604915
File: 2020-07-14_vaporwave_aryanne.png (519 KB, 1498x1080)

>>35602403
Sorry, it's a little rushed. Learned about this quite late & lifes currently machine gunning me
with curve balls ATM.
Still wanted to contribute something that's hopefully pleasant enough.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:29:13 No.35604790

>>35604770
It's fine by me

>>35604787
Flashy

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:32:16 No.35604799

>>35604770
thats a cute horse

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:32:51 No.35604804

>>35604787
necc

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:33:53 No.35604806

>>35604770
lighting looks a bit harsh, especially on her face and chest. Other than that it looks good

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:34:06 No.35604808 >>35604899
File: E M B R A C E.webm (2.71 MB, 1070x1058)

>>35604787
A E T H S T E T I C

 evan555alpha !!fJcghp4FFQT 07/14/20(Tue)23:36:37 No.35604816 >>35604819 >>35604823 >>35604824 >>35604853 >>35604951

>>35603227
>>35602889
Alright, fine, I'll tripfag for you. Name should be recognisable now, no?
Anyway, I'll see about getting her done later today. Maybe make a big crotchtiddy alt if I can squeeze it in.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:36:57 No.35604818 >>35604841

>>35604733
well alright then. suggesting a folder for edits and alts separate from the main one, and a nfsw folder when we do the full release

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:37:12 No.35604819

>>35604816
BIG CROTCH TITTIES YES

 evan555alpha !!fJcghp4FFQT 07/14/20(Tue)23:38:44 No.35604823 >>35604853 >>35604962

>>35604816
Fuck, I was lied to about what my tripcode would say. Fucking gay.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:38:51 No.35604824 >>35604830

>>35604816
>spoiler
how you guna do crotchtits on that pose? theyd have to be milky tier with her hooves ontop of it

 MKogwheel !!8JP1BdXdEeu 07/14/20(Tue)23:39:34 No.35604826 >>35604836 >>35604843 >>35604910 >>35604924
File: freedom of speech squad.png (981 KB, 1920x1080)

>>35602403
I did promise I’d draw more fire poners

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:39:37 No.35604827 >>35604844

>>35604825
UNF

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:39:53 No.35604828 >>35604844

>>35604825
delet and repost alternate link
dont want to get you banned non

 evan555alpha !!fJcghp4FFQT 07/14/20(Tue)23:40:13 No.35604830

>>35604824
Exactly!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:40:12 No.35604831 >>35604844

>>35604825
This is pretty nice, but post it on smutty.horse cuz it might get deleted.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:40:21 No.35604832 >>35604844

>>35604825
Hot!
Delete it quickly, GR say no porn on blue boards

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:40:42 No.35604833 >>35604844

>>35604825
Anon, this is a Christian board!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:41:24 No.35604836

>>35604826
Yay! Firefighter ponies!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:42:33 No.35604839 >>35604857

hay mods
dont you think its kind of weird that
a) porn was openly posted on /mlp/ before the scruffening- which was spearheaded by a literally mentally ill moderator out of spite (he is on the record saying so)
b) the overwhelming majority of submissions to this pack are nsfw
why are you still oppressing our pony pussy?
when moot made this board he said we were supposed to make the rules

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:42:55 No.35604841 >>35604854

>>35604818
Edits and alts are labled as such. I dont think we need to seperate them out, they're less than 10% of the pack last I checked.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:43:04 No.35604843
File: f47c680d494025a614b70cc42(...).jpg (98 KB, 325x400)

>>35604826
oh baby i could watch her
pump water all day

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:43:18 No.35604844 >>35604850 >>35604851 >>35604915

>>35604825

>>35604827
>>35604828
>>35604831
>>35604832
>>35604833

Keep forgetting this shit board is blue

u.smutty.horse/lvzsxqwmhds.png

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:44:44 No.35604849 >>35604851 >>35604860

i dont know if anyone has saved what was just posted but i think everyone would appreciate a reupload link

anyways, Lewd uploader, feel free to repost your art on mlpol in the marenheit thread if you want.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:44:45 No.35604850 >>35604915

>>35602403
>>35604844
>https://u.smutty.horse/lvzsxqwmhds.png

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:45:21 No.35604851

>>35604849 (You)
>>35604844

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:45:42 No.35604853 >>35604904 >>35607418

>>35604816
>>35604823
Now I remember you.
Well, sort of. Let's just say that when I'm seeing some "specific images", I don't dwell so much on the artists.
Still, your work is REALLY appreciated.
Make preggy Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:45:47 No.35604854 >>35604862

>>35604841
isnt that just standard for artpacks?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:46:14 No.35604857 >>35604923

>>35604839
Right now NSFW is about 10% of the pack from a quick check.

 clopficsinthecomments 07/14/20(Tue)23:46:14 No.35604858 >>35604871 >>35604915

>>35602399 (OP)
Yo everyone, finished my clopfic.

How would y'all like me to submit? Should I post to fimfic with references to the pack? Should I include it in the pack and not post to fimfic for a certain grace period?

What's your guys' thinking?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:46:53 No.35604860

>>35604849 (You)
4chanX Master Race

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:47:49 No.35604862

>>35604854
Maybe, but most artpacks have a much higher ratio of edits to original works and so it makes a bit more sense in that situation.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:50:28 No.35604871

>>35604858
Up to you whether or not to delay release on fimfiction, though I would recommend giving it a few days until after release. For submission you can upload to pastebin (can even set an expiration date if you want) or smutty.horse if you
want to keep formatting.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:56:48 No.35604899

>>35604808
That's a big mare.

 evan555alpha !!fJcghp4FFQT 07/14/20(Tue)23:58:10 No.35604904 >>35607418

>>35604853
Maybe I should...

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:58:36 No.35604910

>>35604826
They're so cute.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)23:59:10 No.35604915 >>35605068
File: peace was never an option(...).jpg (27 KB, 578x605)

>>35604770

looks very fine. I think shes good to go on parade. nice style. This must be one of the closest ive seen so far to
accentuated show accuracy.

>>35604787

did not expect to see you here Choccy but im glad you could make it. Thanks for this nice Fashwave pic.

>>35604850
>>35604844

Aryanne and showers go together like spaghetti and tomato sauce. Nice NSFW pic Anon. Makes me moist.

>>35604858

release it wherever you please good sir. Pastebins are common here but we take just about anything if youve made it in earnest.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:00:18 No.35604923

>>35604857
And most people don't even want NSFW in this pack.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:00:23 No.35604924 >>35605007

>>35604826

i never expected you to draw anymore of these Kog. but im glad you did.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:07:39 No.35604951 >>35606174

>>35604816
>The V was for roman numerals and not a word
FUCK I'm retarded. Yeah, I know who you are now. You make some top tier stuff.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:10:26 No.35604959 >>35605011

What are the real-ww2-nazi-propaganda fonts called?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:11:33 No.35604962 >>35606174

>>35604823
You are using a secure tripcode. Did you try to generate one? If so, you only use 1 # instead of 2 to make it a normal/generatable tripcode

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:24:51 No.35605007 >>35605048 >>35605148 >>35605211 >>35605803
File: 30_-02_e3-.png (2.46 MB, 1545x2000)

>>35604924 (You)

>Full file 20 MB
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzstxjnvin.png

+++

Creators of this image

>Paintjob by AN-M aka Taka
https://twitter.com/Ideshoka
https://www.deviantart.com/antamoanimisan-m

>Lineart by Randy aka SillyAryanne
http://www.pixiv.net/member.php?id=6259275
https://twitter.com/SillyAryanne

+++

A Collab piece between Aryannes creator, Randy, and one her greatest long time supporters, AN-M. The Lineart was done some years old before Taka started working on it. I have been told some people think Taka and Coinpo are in
fact the same person. I can not confirm if this is in fact untrue. .o.

Portrayed here is Bipedal Aryanne in one of those kampfy summercamp Pyjamas enjoying the lsdt leftover cookie. With her pet Tribble Dr. Göbbels sitting on top of her head. He probably devoured the whole box on his own.

This will be Takas one and only submission for this art Pack. As mentioned Above, Randys is still pending and will possibly be painted by Datte to grant access before the deadline.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:25:54 No.35605011

>>35604959

Blankenburg works well for me.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:34:49 No.35605048

>>35605007 (You)
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
New canon art from the maker! And tell An-m he is amazing for his help

 clopficsinthecomments 07/15/20(Wed)00:38:52 No.35605068

>>35604915 (You)
oki doki, I'll post on fimfic with a link to the pack info and how to contribute I guess

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:51:19 No.35605124 >>35605129

Why are derpi mods such cunts especially Luna?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:52:56 No.35605129

>>35605124
>>35601910 →

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)00:56:50 No.35605148

>>35605007 (You)
This is awesome, glad we're having such important people from Aryanne's history in the pack.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:11:40 No.35605211

>>35605007 (You)
CUTE

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/15/20(Wed)01:14:21 No.35605220 >>35605258 >>35605259 >>35605335 >>35606120
File: low quality hannah.png (170 KB, 1168x1068)

Gonna stream the last leg of my Aryanne pic. Would be honored if any bored anons
come hang and shitpost.

If you're an artist and still gotta finish yours, I'd be up to multistream!

https://picarto.tv/Dattebayo

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:24:46 No.35605258

>>35605220
cool. im down for a break soon,

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:24:46 No.35605259 >>35605264 >>35605301

>>35605220
Does anyone know if I can be a guest and still chat?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:25:38 No.35605264 >>35605268

>>35605259
I think you can, just gotta choose a unique nickname I think? I've had an account for too long to remember fully

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:26:09 No.35605268 >>35605301

>>35605264
Shits changed since then, so Im just wondering

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:33:18 No.35605301 >>35605308

>>35605259
>>35605268
I think picarto broke the thing so you need an account to chat

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:35:42 No.35605308 >>35605319

>>35605301
Can someone try real quick? Cant do it rn

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:38:17 No.35605319 >>35605335

>>35605308
guest chat disabled, sorry

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:41:13 No.35605335
File: Fix yo shit.png (5 KB, 408x54)

>>35605220
>>35605319
Looks like it got disabled when streams where merged
Datte pls fix

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/15/20(Wed)01:44:22 No.35605346 >>35605357 >>35605380

Refresh the chat and try now

If it dont work, just make a throwaway account, if you wanna

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:46:32 No.35605357 >>35605361

>>35605346
Shit I think Picarto disabled the guest option a while ago

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:48:01 No.35605361 >>35605368

>>35605357
why the hell would it be an option if it was disabled?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:49:09 No.35605368 >>35605380 >>35605381

>>35605361
Both streamers have it set to allow Everyone and it still dont work.

Did it work before RHorse joined?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:51:23 No.35605380
File: I bet the jews did this.png (10 KB, 407x130)

>>35605346
>>35605368
It was working when I first opened the stream, but got disabled when it got merged

with Rhorse's stream,
still not working for me

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:51:27 No.35605381

>>35605368
It didn't for me. I had to sign in.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)01:53:52 No.35605390

Would recommend just getting an account and following artists you dig, it's nice to get notifs when they're live.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/15/20(Wed)02:00:35 No.35605425 >>35605437 >>35605444

So Multi streaming disabled guest chat. I kicked Rat and now its working.

Try now frens

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:02:14 No.35605437

>>35605425
nope, still need to sign in.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:03:06 No.35605444
File: Nope.png (15 KB, 408x254)

>>35605425
Nope, I think Picarto is
just shit
Probably a bug that
was never fixed

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/15/20(Wed)02:04:22 No.35605448
File: the fuck.png (10 KB, 177x276)

PIECE OF SHIT

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:18:09 No.35605502 >>35605509
File: unknown (1).png (296 KB, 579x529)

You know how they say you can tell what porn an artist draws by looking at what's detailed in their
safe pictures?
Well I kind of just zoned out shading Button's ice cream and something very unintentional and
embarrassing happened.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:19:42 No.35605509
File: 2360889.gif (221 KB, 515x472)

>>35605502
>out of nowhere, button starts
deepthroating his ice cream
anon pls

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:22:12 No.35605520 >>35605532

We going to have a "Release Party" thread when the pack's out?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:25:40 No.35605532 >>35605541

>>35605520
explain

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:28:41 No.35605541 >>35605547 >>35605556

>>35605532
You just make a new thread with "Marenheit 451 Release Party!" title or somesuch. The OP with something like "It's out!" and then a link to the pack, and then the OP pic is either the cover of the pack or the advertisment one with
thumbs of the contained art around it.

That way anons know that it's out, where to buy it, and we can all suck each other's dicks for doing something for once.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:31:03 No.35605547 >>35605550

>>35605541
sounds fine, would need everything finalized though

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:32:14 No.35605550

>>35605547
Well of course, we'd need the link to the pack to make a proper OP anyway. Should be finalized at that point.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:33:30 No.35605556 >>35605564 >>35605589

>>35605541
Anyone have any good ideas for letting other boards know about this without getting banned? I imagine there are a few anons outside of /mlp/ who would support this for the lulz and just because they hate censorious SJWs.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:35:20 No.35605564 >>35605578 >>35605587

>>35605556
wouldnt you just get banned for gr11 instead of gr15?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:35:28 No.35605565 >>35605581
File: 20200714_143448.jpg (3.06 MB, 3024x3302)

>>35602403
Am I too late?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:37:47 No.35605578

>>35605564
I don't think anyone's had a problem with GR11 when it's actually a board project and is for charity.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:38:01 No.35605581 >>35605626

>>35605565
nah you made it. but can you post it without it being sideways?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:40:01 No.35605587 >>35605600 >>35605603

>>35605564
Use a humanized picture of Ary.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:40:33 No.35605589

>>35605556
You'd get 15'd real fast.
Should definitely let the other pony sites know, at least.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:44:13 No.35605600

>>35605587
This. We just need an alternative "Absolutely not a pony" promotional art.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:44:59 No.35605603

>>35605587
gr11 is advertisement ban

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:50:32 No.35605624 >>35605631 >>35605634 >>35605642 >>35605656 >>35605691
File: FreeTheButt2020.png (2.11 MB, 1129x1441)

>>35602403
think I'm done with this, its been so long since ive drawn or painted that i was overworking it.

I didn't have a drawfag name on derpi, but last year someone shitposted that I should be Tiffany Thats gay as fuck but I
guess I can be Tif.
>>33585727 >>33585745 >>33585755

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:51:22 No.35605626 >>35605639 >>35605642 >>35606038
File: 20200714_145053.jpg (2.75 MB, 3293x2997)

>>35605581
Sure

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:53:23 No.35605631

>>35605624
Tif is a good name

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:54:23 No.35605634 >>35605645

>>35605624
That's a great pic. Is there a pic where the butt is free?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:55:58 No.35605639

>>35605626
love the style

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:57:03 No.35605642 >>35605645

>>35605624
I love the pink SS armband, and her disheveled looking hair while locked in butt-jail is a nice touch, as is the quote on the wall behind her.

>>35605626
I will forever be a sucker for these kinds of eyelashes, that smug fucker.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)02:59:08 No.35605645
File: 56df0743060561c5e3974551b(...).png (74 KB, 275x459)

>>35605634
there will be
>>35605642
since diving into the archives I wanted to do some thing
like classic ary

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:02:15 No.35605656

>>35605624
BASED

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:13:06 No.35605691 >>35605696

>>35605624
The keyhole is right where her vag would be. Nice touch. What’s the full text behind her?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:14:46 No.35605696

>>35605691
1st they came for derpy, then molestia, then aryanne

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:18:20 No.35605707 >>35605729

>>35604411
"ein" according to google translate is "a"
I specifically removed that because "a singular instance of bait" is not what is being stated in the original meme. It is instead indicating that the item in question possesses the property of being bait.

How would you say "This is purple." and can that structure be applied to "bait" instead of "purple"? Would a German really have to say "This is a purple."? Another example demonstrating my concern would be "The bathroom is over
there." which surely can't be "The bathroom is a over there." can it?

I originally asked for someone to help me translate and was told "just use google translate." I also have a friend who speaks German the same way an american anime enthusiast "speaks Japanese," and he thought the sentence was
fine, so I really do require some kind of outside advice.

tldr: u sure about that, and what about these other examples?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:19:56 No.35605714

>>35604346
Die Glocke...

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:24:44 No.35605729

>>35605707
german here. Köder is a noun so usually you put an "ein" in front of it. purple is an adjective so we don't use the "ein".
But using Köder as an adjective is alright, the meme is understandable

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:26:41 No.35605735 >>35605746 >>35605777 >>35605788 >>35605871 >>35606334
File: 2020-07-05_042917 Aryanne(...).jpg (1.25 MB, 2306x7100)

>>35602403

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:30:36 No.35605746 >>35605750 >>35605752 >>35605754

>>35605735
wouldn't that burn her really bad?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:32:04 No.35605750

>>35605746
I imagine she's a tough bitch.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:32:49 No.35605752

>>35605746
Nah man she's got water to cool it off. :)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:33:03 No.35605754 >>35605764

>>35605746
ponies are durable, DYEWTS?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:37:52 No.35605764

>>35605754
Do (You)?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:41:08 No.35605777

>>35605735
>god I wish that were me

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:45:55 No.35605788 >>35605792

>>35605735
Never thought I'd be jealous of artillery.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:47:14 No.35605792

>>35605788
>not wanting to be artillery
>not wanting to have a ginormous barrel
>not wanting your loads to destroy whoever you bukakke
faggot

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)03:51:12 No.35605803

>>35605007 (You)
wrong anchor>>35602403

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:00:06 No.35605835 >>35605858
File: nazihorse2.png (292 KB, 604x1017)

>>35602403
I think that's it from me.
Changed the bg color and softened some shadows.
Might still try to fix it if somebody has some more /ic/
Also I_have_no_idea_what_to_do_with_the_
BG_but_I_sure_ain't_drawing_one.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:07:31 No.35605858

>>35605835
not every pic needs a crazy background, a cute pony smiling is enough for me

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:08:34 No.35605861 >>35605873 >>35605881 >>35605886 >>35605901 >>35605903 >>35605930 >>35605940 >>35605947 >>35605963 >>35605977 >>35606635

If you really believe in what you're doing, you would submit artwork under your real name. If you're proud of it, you wouldn't cower behind anonymity.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:12:31 No.35605871

>>35605735
Holy mother of based, this is beautiful

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:13:10 No.35605873 >>35605983

>>35605861
That's wishful thinking in a situation like this
Some people have their identities linked to their art accounts, or really depend on commission money, or whatever, and the twitter outrage crowd can and WILL cross every line possible to fight their imaginary demons. They're the Anti
Bad Guy Squad so nothing they can do will make them bad guys, because they're doing it to fight The Bad Guys.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:13:20 No.35605874 >>35605909 >>35605918 >>35605983 >>35606038
File: 20200714_161232.jpg (1.77 MB, 2785x2657)

>>35602403

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:14:10 No.35605881

>>35605861
Let us know how many likes and retweets you get from this, fren :)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:15:07 No.35605886

>>35605861
Or if you're like me, you could not have an artist's tag at all ^:)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:18:14 No.35605901

>>35605861
People will keep making this argument till the end of time, and people will keep not buying it.

Lets say that it is cowardice. Ok, so what? The ideal is that people shouldn't face repercussions for the mere representation of symbology, but the fact remains that people do face said repercussions. So, we're living our ideal world and
you can't stop us. It's not that hard to both be proud of my actions and also not want other people to fill my inbox with angry words.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:18:37 No.35605903

>>35605861
>>35603156

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:19:52 No.35605909

>>35605874
whos the other pony?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:21:08 No.35605918

>>35605874
Tanya is a cute as a pone

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:24:01 No.35605930

>>35605861
i dont make pony art under my real name

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:24:05 No.35605931 >>35605951 >>35605958 >>35605968 >>35605980 >>35605984 >>35606244 >>35606655
File: 116723452345.png (356 KB, 914x514)

>in datte's drawstream
>datte's pic looks fucking rad
>so many bigname horse artists there
>still struggling to finish muh first ever scribble for the pack
S-senpais please help

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:25:13 No.35605940

>>35605861
>If you really hated Nazis you would not engage in guerilla warfare, but faced your death in open unequal battle.
Fuck you, glowing zigga.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:26:44 No.35605947
File: oh hey look a brand new ip.png (3 KB, 258x66)

>>35605861
G L O W

L
O
W

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:27:29 No.35605951

>>35605931
iktf anon, never drawn poneshit but want to contribute

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:28:39 No.35605958 >>35606023

>>35605931
Concentrate fully on your piece Anon, don't get distracted and remember that it doesn't have to be perfect, as long as you have fun it's good. You have the full day tomorrow to do it but still, I'm sure you can finish in time, I believe in
you!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:29:21 No.35605963

>>35605861
>I don't understand people who make content without having a name because I'm an irredeemable clout goblin.
fify Also we do have names on it, nigger. Lurk.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:30:45 No.35605968 >>35606023

>>35605931
being good at art is all in the mind, relax and dont panic

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:32:01 No.35605977

>>35605861
>if you don't fear the police you have nothing to hide
You do know that the police aren't all morally sound and that they'll find some crime to charge you with. Similarly to the Twitter crowd, they'll find some crime to charge you even if you have nothing to hide.

“Show me the man, and I'll show you the crime.” - Lavrentiy Beria, the most ruthless and longest-serving secret police chief in Joseph Stalin’s cabinet

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:33:00 No.35605980 >>35605984 >>35606023

>>35605931
Rat is offering help, post em Anon

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:34:03 No.35605983
File: 20200714_163221.jpg (1.54 MB, 2932x2776)

>>35605873
>>35605874
Oops I forgot 1 singular
eyelash

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:34:10 No.35605984 >>35606023

>>35605980
>>35605931
This.
Post a wip. I can help you out, Anon. Don't worry about it. Gittin' gud isn't your burden alone.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:43:37 No.35606023 >>35606033 >>35606045 >>35606048 >>35606050 >>35606064
File: 1186545678.png (127 KB, 315x405)

>>35605980
>>35605984
Thanks Rat but I think this is beyond your ability to help. We're talking "anons see my wip and revoke their submissions from the pack so they aren't associated with it"-tier. I'm having to relearn basic art concepts as I
go, it's been almost 25 years since I've drawn and I regret everything.

>>35605958
>>35605968
I've getting boozed up, does that count?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:45:59 No.35606033 >>35606050

>>35606023
Post it anyways. We can make it a collab.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:47:08 No.35606038

>>35602324 →
is inkfag still around? couplea traditional pics >>35605626
>>35605874
theres also the greatest evil in the mega

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:48:52 No.35606045 >>35606050

>>35606023
If you regret everything already you might as well regret sharing as well.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:49:23 No.35606048

>>35606023
boozing up relaxes you so yes it does. just dont get too smashed

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:49:56 No.35606050

>>35606023
What these fags >>35606033 >>35606045 said. Post it faget.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)04:53:57 No.35606064 >>35606142
File: file.png (23 KB, 329x350)

>>35606023
If you post it you'll give this pony a
smile.
You want the pony to smile, don't you
anon?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:11:18 No.35606120

>>35605220
/r/ change the text to be if you TAKE a single inch

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:13:04 No.35606127 >>35606130 >>35606181 >>35606292
File: blueboardsaregay.png (210 KB, 342x749)

>>35602403
was originally going to be for a joke but I ran out of time so have some boring old horse
pussy instead
https://files.catbox.moe/f5zxvc.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:13:58 No.35606130

>>35606127
that's a fine horsepussy anon

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:14:49 No.35606134 >>35606140 >>35606144 >>35606151 >>35606154 >>35606169 >>35606228
File: Aryanne pack contrib.png (2.49 MB, 5000x3675)

finished with mine

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:16:45 No.35606140

>>35606134
Noice.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:17:48 No.35606142
File: no sad poners allowed.png (44 KB, 340x381)

>>35606064

 Potes 07/15/20(Wed)05:18:19 No.35606143 >>35606159 >>35606181 >>35606499
File: Arjaana_Meme_.png (1.37 MB, 1250x1000)

>>35602403
Delivering.
Button Mash was looking for his propeller hat from the wardrobe, when he found
his dad's old ski cap.
He decided to hit the town wearing it, until he met up with a mare that apparently
knew his father.
She told Button his father was a great man and decided to buy him an ice

cream.
What a wholesome day for Button Mash.

Base version:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzvlbfsdmt.png
Meme version:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzvlbxvvdg.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:18:22 No.35606144 >>35606149

>>35606134
Should of had the other boorus on the other rafts.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:19:26 No.35606148 >>35606181 >>35606218

>>35602403
the butt has been freed
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzvnwdzowp.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:20:20 No.35606149 >>35606246

>>35606144
Eh, maybe when I make the non-Aryanne edit for more normie audiences.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:20:25 No.35606151 >>35606481

>>35606134
nice work
prepare for it to be jannied because milky way

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:21:30 No.35606154
File: 4ff08d354c6e89997cf161878(...).gif (382 KB, 500x400)

>>35606134
very ambitious great job

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:23:32 No.35606159 >>35606162 >>35606165

>>35606143
I'm losing my shit trying to tell the difference between the two versions.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:24:15 No.35606162 >>35606166

>>35606159
the sky

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:24:43 No.35606165
File: 1566278914407.gif (2.48 MB, 550x400)

>>35606159

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:24:52 No.35606166

>>35606162
Oh god well played

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:25:40 No.35606169

>>35606134
Pretty cute, you forgot the anchor tho >>35602403

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:26:03 No.35606172 >>35606180 >>35606184 >>35606187
File: face.png (181 KB, 423x375)

>>35602403
Finally finished. Strap on and futa version.

https://u.smutty.horse/lvzvpeestbn.png
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzvpegebkh.png

 evan555alpha !BugButtDgk 07/15/20(Wed)05:26:21 No.35606174 >>35607845

>>35604951
kek. I'm glad you think so!
>>35604962
So I am. Thanks for helping a retard out! Was aiming for one that was more... fitting to my name. This one should be it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:27:54 No.35606180
File: pp_brows.gif (101 KB, 640x427)

>>35606172
hawt

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:28:06 No.35606181
File: 2341476.jpg (89 KB, 514x1262)

>>35606127
still got time anon if you want to finish it up tomorrow

>>35606143
he licc
love the sunhat and the cute story to go with it. will she tell him more about his
father later?

>>35606148
pic related

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:29:27 No.35606184

>>35606172
nice. thanks for streaming it.
t. random guest anon

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:30:00 No.35606187 >>35606194

>>35606172
both look like strapons to me.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/15/20(Wed)05:31:08 No.35606193 >>35606216 >>35606219
File: 524975141042520064.gif (21 KB, 109x128)

Hey guys

Day of the pack's release, I will be getting drunk and hosting a request stream for you guys as a thanks for both providing content and supporting
the pack's creation.

Come hang and come drunk. I will announce when it's go-time. Probably gonna be 4pm PST. We will see.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:31:20 No.35606194

>>35606187
Yeah I'd apreciate a version without the panties

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:35:14 No.35606214 >>35606228 >>35606254 >>35607778
File: Aryanne pack contrib FINAL.png (2.51 MB, 5000x3675)

>>35602403

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:36:27 No.35606216
File: 1531210647749.jpg (31 KB, 356x307)

>>35606193
Sounds good. Will be
there to shitpost.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:36:44 No.35606218

>>35606148
Unf. Free speech and free butts, what more do you need?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:36:52 No.35606219 >>35606225 >>35606425

>>35606193
thats a pretty mare

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:38:18 No.35606225

>>35606219
very true

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:39:18 No.35606228

>>35602403

pls use THIS one
>>35606214

and not this one uwu
>>35606134

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:42:20 No.35606244

>>35605931
Post it anon. My submission wasn't very good and I fucked up two other ideas before settling but it was worth it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:42:29 No.35606246

>>35606149
But would you want them knowing you’re a brony?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:43:51 No.35606254

>>35606214
Now it's even more accurate

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:44:40 No.35606259

>>35602336 →
https://www.fimfiction.net/story/364052/the-flower-mare
Hella late, but this is what that guy was talking about

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:52:53 No.35606292 >>35608104

>>35606127
youre not alone, i wanted to do a bunch of light hearted stuff but spent all my energy on one pic. but isnt it just one speech bubble away for you to make a joke?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:56:29 No.35606303 >>35606310 >>35606320 >>35606352 >>35606380
File: (((kik)))otron0.gif (3.52 MB, 600x500)

>>35602403
Oof, I finished mine in time. I realized there isn't much on the pointy side of Aryanne. I'll make her uniform next so everypony can
make comics with her.
Here it is, please use the version on the link it is twice the size
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzvvjdthoa.gif

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)05:58:21 No.35606310 >>35606319

>>35606303
Lel, this is great. Nice work.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:01:20 No.35606319 >>35606360

>>35606310
Thank you, my inspiration was.
>That relatable gamer moment when you only gased 5 kikes and you are already out of gas but there still 5,999,995 more to go.
Also I forgot to ask how can I check if my submission was computed?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:01:31 No.35606320

>>35606303
This is awesome kek

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:04:24 No.35606334

>>35605735
>The reason why the cannon fired was because it had a hot mare to heat him up.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:07:54 No.35606352

>>35606303
kek that's good

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:10:15 No.35606360

>>35606319
Computed? Do you mean saved for the pack? As long as it's replying to the anchor, it should be included in it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:15:11 No.35606380

>>35606303
ha! and those fags said you cant have jokes bout the gas chambers

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:26:25 No.35606425

>>35606219
Yep. I can tell.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:37:34 No.35606481

>>35606151
How do you know that's Milky Way? That could be her twin sister, Milky Whey.

 Potes 07/15/20(Wed)06:44:18 No.35606499
File: Annotation 2020-07-15 074322.png (474 KB, 615x511)

>>35602403
Attention.
I am a retard and forgot
to add eyelashes.
Use these versions:

https://u.smutty.horse/lvzwfbvxvym.png
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzwfbtwfal.png

NOT these versions:
>>35606143

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:44:38 No.35606501 >>35606507 >>35606516 >>35606529 >>35606555 >>35606566 >>35606576 >>35606580 >>35606783 >>35607431 >>35607734

>>35602403

Got this one done for it. Aryanne has to be sneaky in these trying times

https://u.smutty.horse/lvzwffewdrd.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:45:48 No.35606507 >>35606575 >>35606625

>>35606501
Welp, another one for the cursed folder

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:47:18 No.35606516 >>35606535 >>35606575 >>35606625

>>35606501
I think you're looking for twitter, friend.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:49:13 No.35606529 >>35606534 >>35606575 >>35606587

>>35602403

https://u.smutty.horse/lvzwffewdrd.png

because >>35606501 is a retard who posts the full

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:50:22 No.35606534 >>35606575

>>35606529

Something something fuck censorship

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:50:34 No.35606535 >>35606575 >>35606607 >>35606744

>>35606516
Maybe he do but we don't censor. That why there will be a cursed folder for this kind of degeneracy.
This is the risk of not wanting censorship, but we can just choose to make a filter and not look what we don't like, not like the pro-censorship side.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:53:58 No.35606555 >>35606575 >>35606587 >>35606625

>>35606501
bye bye fag

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:55:09 No.35606566 >>35606575 >>35606587 >>35606625
File: 1167973__safe_solo_oc_ear(...).png (647 KB, 956x787)

>>35606501
My disgust is immeasurable and my disdain without equal.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:56:16 No.35606575 >>35606601 >>35606638 >>35607996

>>35606566
>>35606555
>>35606535
>>35606534
>>35606529
>>35606516
>>35606507
Just add it to the pack already you cucks :^)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:56:23 No.35606576

>>35606501
hot

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:57:11 No.35606580 >>35606625

>>35606501
>Wild pack of ziggers rape white pony

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)06:57:43 No.35606587

>>35606555
>>35606566
Checked and based
>>35606529
Nothing to check and blacked.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:00:54 No.35606601

>>35606575
>t. cuck fetishist

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:01:25 No.35606607 >>35606620 >>35606705

>>35606535
But I thought it's not censorship if it's a private entity

I'm just surprised it took this long for someone to try to force their shitty zebradom fetish into the pack outside of the one NDF shitpost, which was confirmed as a shitpost that he wanted something funnier written on and should be
removed btw

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:03:07 No.35606620 >>35606657

>>35606607
did he ever get something funnier for that?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:04:04 No.35606625

>>35606507
>>35606516
>>35606555
>>35606566
>>35606580

God I love you fags kek

Free the butt

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:05:41 No.35606635

>>35605861
After you dill pickle ^:)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:06:20 No.35606638

>>35606575
Joke's on you we will

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:06:23 No.35606639 >>35606649 >>35606664 >>35606682 >>35606687 >>35606704 >>35607053 >>35608208 >>35608367

>>35602403
Here u go, fresh from the oven.

better version: https://u.smutty.horse/lvzwjgpojet.webm

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:07:40 No.35606649

>>35606639
anon

anon pls

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:07:57 No.35606651

janny is gonna flip!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:08:24 No.35606655
File: despondent bill murray.png (288 KB, 413x455)

>>35605931
>Tfw can draw alright but it takes literally 50 million fucking years to finish
My drawings take way longer than they'd suggest and it pains me every time. Still hoping to have it done
before the deadline.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:08:27 No.35606656 >>35606662

fudge, forgot to use only external link for NSFW, quickly moderators, someone, hälp!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:08:44 No.35606657

>>35606620
Unfortunately, I don't think anyone else wrote anything for her to be saying.
It's still pretty cute textless, though.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:09:20 No.35606662 >>35606689
File: file.png (7 KB, 295x235)

>>35606656
Just delete the file, tourist-kun

 clopficsinthecomments 07/15/20(Wed)07:09:31 No.35606663 >>35606678

Guys, I'm a dumbass fimficcer who has no idea how to use smutyhorse or pastebin.

I got me a googledoc with 10,000 wordsmith Aryanne smut I want to contribute. Trying to find the best way to do that, else I can just post to fimfic with info about the pack.

Can anyone help?

Also, let me know if you're an artist that might be cool with me using your aryanne pic as a cover art!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:09:40 No.35606664 >>35606680

>>35602403

https://u.smutty.horse/lvzwjgpojet.webm

Animated submission by >>35606639 before they get deleted for ya know... not knowing how the boards work...

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:11:30 No.35606678 >>35606695

>>35606663
Okay here's your spoon, namefag
https://smutty.horse/ is a file hosting site. Just upload it there as a document file of some kind, and tag the anchor with the link.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:11:56 No.35606680 >>35606702

>>35606664
But this isn't a good thing?
People outside 4chan are coming here just to contribute to the pack

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:12:11 No.35606682

>>35606639
kek

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:12:50 No.35606687

>>35606639
>dat file name
lel

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:13:21 No.35606689 >>35606696 >>35606697 >>35606700 >>35606711 >>35606725

>>35606662
Dont have those options, I'm too much of a normie for this.

 clopficsinthecomments 07/15/20(Wed)07:14:09 No.35606695 >>35606708

>>35606678
Thank u, so I just share direct to this thread? Who's pulling all this shit together?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:14:22 No.35606696

>>35606689
check the box next to your shit post and then scroll to the bottom and click Delete.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:14:30 No.35606697

>>35606689
Don't worry pal, thanks anyway to contribute. So bad for the possible ban but will probably be only three days

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:14:51 No.35606700

>>35606689
Click the check box of the post, then at the very bottom of the page, near the bottom
right, check the "file only" and then click on the delete button.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:15:01 No.35606702

>>35606680

Yeah, but you still cant post full porn images and webms on blue boards newfag. Just keeping a record of it for the anchor and whatnot

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:15:12 No.35606704 >>35606723
File: joy and disgust.png (206 KB, 312x310)

>>35606639
>anthro
>smf
>explicit
>futa
>That fucking "choo choo" emote
>Followed by the seig heil
I'm fucking dying over here.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:15:32 No.35606705 >>35606716

>>35606607
Is there confirmation he wants it removed/another version to replace it?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:16:03 No.35606708

>>35606695

Anon :^)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:16:35 No.35606711
File: file.png (15 KB, 464x368)

>>35606689
Right, I forgot that was a
4chan-X thing. Do this.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:17:36 No.35606716

>>35606705
Check the archives. He says it was an obvious shitpost and he wanted someone funnier to write something.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:18:17 No.35606723
File: forty keks.jpg (135 KB, 1136x851)

>>35606704
don't forget

>RightInTheGasChamber.webm

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:18:32 No.35606725

>>35606689
Congrats faggot, you've deleted your first file.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:18:59 No.35606727

ah there we go, thx undermänniskor, I'll fuck of now.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:22:32 No.35606744 >>35606756 >>35606764 >>35606790 >>35606819

>>35606535
This artpack is about making a statement for freedom of expression, so an artist drawing zebradom art for it makes a statement that even those fags are committed to the cause
I'd argue there ought to be only two dividing folders, one for sfw and the other for nsfw - anything else would be somewhat arbitrary

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:24:36 No.35606756

>>35606744

Good organizational structure can be folders needed to sort them into categories, each with a colored and sketch folder in them.

And then of course the literature folder for greentexts and fics and that stuff

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:25:40 No.35606764

>>35606744
i'm pretty sure the statement he's trying to make is that he can use that as an excuse to get his scat-tier kink into the pack and giggle about it

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:26:57 No.35606773 >>35606794 >>35606816
File: Political princesses.png (474 KB, 1005x907)

>>35602403
Fixed the mistakes >>35602957 → pointed out, always seem to make those kind of mistakes when I make
these in rapid succession.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:29:00 No.35606783

>>35606501
Cucked, but nice

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:29:19 No.35606790 >>35606829

>>35606744
it's a pretty obvious shitpost

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:30:00 No.35606794 >>35606895

>>35606773
Love it! Thanks for making those fixes, my autism was raging.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:33:26 No.35606816 >>35606895

>>35606773
Wouldn't Aryanne speak in cute broken English with a German accent?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:33:54 No.35606819

>>35606744
The specific point is more about protesting with the things that Derpibooru has (or at least had?) banned, i.e. "positive" or "fun" pictures of Aryanne. I get what you're saying, but zebradom was never in danger.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:38:05 No.35606829 >>35606874

>>35606790
you left ndfs shitpost in the pack

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:40:59 No.35606839 >>35606859 >>35606861

What's the bar for writing quality?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:44:59 No.35606859 >>35607493 >>35607499

>>35606839
I think that the writing would need to be seen first before it can be judged as too shit to add

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:45:09 No.35606861
File: 1912863.png (191 KB, 400x400)

>>35606839

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:47:56 No.35606874

>>35606829
NDF's zigger post shouldn't be in the pack because he never anchored it. Only the blank one was.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:50:12 No.35606882 >>35606894 >>35606897 >>35606909 >>35606927 >>35607889
File: file.png (854 KB, 539x765)

have we decided the cover art yet?
I've fixed a few things anons pointed out

https://u.smutty.horse/lvzwsvwnlcs.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:52:33 No.35606894

>>35606882
Number of images likely to change for the final cover. Looks fine to me.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:52:33 No.35606895

>>35606794
Always a major feelsbad when I make those kind of mistakes.

>>35606816
Not super familiar with her (Or any of these OCs really) but I remember reading in one thread somewhat recently that part of her appeal is her dialogue being improper english to german translation.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:52:43 No.35606897 >>35606909 >>35606934 >>35607889
File: e911da09c43b214e89557b594(...).png (27 KB, 945x945)

>>35606882
i duno, vote on it? we vote on everything else

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:55:24 No.35606909

>>35606882
>>35606897
This.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzhotqugdz.png
This one has my vote I like the simplicity and how it mimics the book cover we're parodying.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:59:03 No.35606924 >>35606931 >>35606932 >>35606988 >>35607495
File: Annotation 2020-07-15 085558.png (126 KB, 472x467)

I'm planning on doing one more thing before the thing gets posted.
I haven't slept all night, send good vibes my way so I can slap this thing
together.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzwujllvix.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:59:26 No.35606927

>>35606882
We're at 170+ images now.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)07:59:58 No.35606931

>>35606924
you can do it anon, I believe in you. I also want the finished pic. for reasons.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:00:06 No.35606932
File: you_can_do_it.gif (219 KB, 640x360)

>>35606924

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:00:28 No.35606934

>>35606897
Why not have several like different editions of a book?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:08:51 No.35606975 >>35607016 >>35607180
File: seed83124.png (444 KB, 1024x1024)

>>35602403
Tay has joined the pack

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:10:20 No.35606979 >>35606997 >>35607652
File: nazihorse_vs_commiehorse_(...).jpg (3.07 MB, 7680x4320)

>>35602403

Probably going to be late when I finish this as, like I always do, I went the ambitious route late into the party. Doesn't help that I do not do backgrounds often and barely ever drawn props, only characters. I'll
probably just add one more character, like maybe kyrie grilling and leave them all flat colored. Can't upload the better quality version to smutty, as it keeps getting corrupted on upload for some reason, so I used
anonfile:

anon files com/d8B8ZeF2oa/nazihorse_vs_commiehorse_beach_volleyball_WIP_png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:12:30 No.35606988
File: 7d0fc2af60560d00d70d8449c(...).jpg (122 KB, 1200x850)

>>35606924
godspeed you absolute
madman

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:12:58 No.35606992 >>35607037

How much longer until the deadline? Maybe I can squeeze out another quick cute Aryanne.
Suggestions?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:13:45 No.35606997

>>35606979
MUH JOB!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:17:10 No.35607009 >>35607011
File: sieg poni.png (113 KB, 1643x1395)

>>35602403
i procrastinated until the end on this, but i
think it turned out alright.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:18:29 No.35607011

>>35607009
That's cute. You did good.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:19:23 No.35607016 >>35607170

>>35606975
The thought of generating Aryanne pics and spamming them on leftists resources fills my hearth with warmth and child-like joy.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:25:58 No.35607037

>>35606992
you got around 24 hours i think?
still room for some derpibooru mascots in the pack to be paired up with ary (favote, upvote, comment, downvote, hide) those ones

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:30:18 No.35607053

>>35606639
Very nice.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:33:20 No.35607063 >>35607072 >>35607083 >>35607084 >>35607086 >>35607124 >>35607193
File: 7-15-2020-01 aryanne hoof(...).png (306 KB, 936x1352)

I've been considering doing a pic for this since the beginning but was hesitant in joining
has there already been a hoof worship pic yet?
here's a wip, gonna try painterly with it.
is the german correct? I don't know german.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:35:10 No.35607072 >>35607090

>>35607063
>has there already been a hoof worship pic yet?
no youd be the only one. as long as its not striped shit anythings fine

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:37:17 No.35607083

>>35607063
Hella based, be sure to anchor it

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:37:27 No.35607084

>>35607063
>hoof worship pic
A cultured contribution

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:38:01 No.35607086
File: Annotation 2020-07-15 093706.png (431 KB, 799x734)

>>35607063
Please do it.
I was quietly simping for it in the stream and I really hope
to see the full version!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:38:51 No.35607090 >>35607094 >>35607120

>>35607072
>Gatekeeping content in an anti-censorship art pack

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:39:56 No.35607094 >>35607102 >>35607105

>>35607090
>muh gates
striped shit isnt being targeted for deletion you dumb nigger.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:41:38 No.35607102 >>35607120 >>35607130

>>35607094
All Aryanne content should be added, js

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:42:15 No.35607105 >>35607113

>>35607094
This. If you wanted to rape, kill, or maim Aryanne, it was completely fine to post her. But god forbid you upload something wholesome. That was the most disgusting thing to me.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:43:55 No.35607113 >>35607120 >>35607130

>>35607105
If someone drew something to contribute to the pack that featured Aryanne, it should be allowed in

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:45:36 No.35607120

>>35607090
No one is unironically posting that here and if they say otherwise, they're lying. It's only done to farm (you)s and isn't a valid submission.
>>35607102
>>35607113
No.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:46:35 No.35607124 >>35607144 >>35607150

>>35607063
That german is actually correct. Im impressed, how? Usually the german in these is horrible

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:49:43 No.35607130 >>35607133 >>35607139 >>35607143
File: 208.png (93 KB, 577x507)

>>35607102
>>35607113
Your ziggershit is already going in.
Wince, whine and bait all you like, despite you having garbage taste
we aren't hypocrites.
You'll have a home in the cringe folder where you belong.
Now go take a shower, stinky.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:50:40 No.35607133
File: (you).png (229 KB, 649x1232)

>>35607130

<3 u anon

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:52:49 No.35607139 >>35607163

>>35607130
>Your ziggershit is already going in
Why? Just because it's an anti-censorship pack doesn't mean bait pics should be added.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:53:07 No.35607143

>>35607130
>You'll have a home in the cringe folder where you belong.
Yeah, that sound better than the cursed folder

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:53:09 No.35607144

>>35607124
I've studied the grammar and syntax of other languages before, so I know what to look for generally.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)08:55:32 No.35607150

>>35607124
Feel free to call it out when you see it

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:00:42 No.35607163 >>35607180

>>35607139
It inflate the numbers of pics and artists, which is the only thing the anti-censorship faggots will see anyway.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:02:26 No.35607170 >>35607180 >>35607690
File: file.png (598 KB, 1024x1024)

>>35607016
have another then >>35602403

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:08:08 No.35607180 >>35607198 >>35607684

>>35607163
That argument doesn't work when it's just one drawing.
And it was already agreed that the pack wouldn't allow stuff that was too extreme in the Nazi angle so why should it not be allowed exclude striped trash, too?
>>35606975
>>35607170
AI generated pones are cool, but should they go in the pack?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:10:34 No.35607193 >>35607238

>>35607063
Please for the love of Celestia finish this.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:11:50 No.35607198 >>35607206 >>35607221

>>35607180
the ai put hard work in to make that picture anon

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:13:05 No.35607206 >>35607216

>>35607198
>the ai put a tenth of a second of hard work to make that picture anon

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:16:39 No.35607216
File: 18334e4f9fb18048f6196fc69(...).jpg (323 KB, 682x682)

>>35607206
>Tay sat through weeks, possibly months of training just
to make it in the pack
>Nah instead lets just have some zigger striped shit

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:19:06 No.35607221 >>35607233

>>35607198
I'm just not sure it should be added to a pack that's being sold when no one actually draw them and they're kinda built from other art or whatever

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:23:49 No.35607233 >>35607239

>>35607221
at least put in one, we already have edits.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:26:07 No.35607238

>>35607193
I shall try to!
I'm goin to bed now though since I'm tired.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:26:14 No.35607239 >>35607250 >>35607259

>>35607233
What edits are in the release that weren't done or authorized by the original artist?
I like the AI stuff and think it's neat, but the idea of selling it in the pack doesn't sit right with me.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:27:55 No.35607247 >>35607303

are submissions closed now?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:29:07 No.35607248 >>35607353
File: ArianneArtpackanimu.png (2.54 MB, 1600x1500)

>>35602403
Yay, fucking finished in time.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:30:08 No.35607250 >>35607279

>>35607239
both of the rainbowdash mspaint edits had no one 'authorizing' and no ones guna care. one of the edits even inspired a new pic

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:33:14 No.35607259 >>35607279
File: file.png (100 KB, 528x229)

>>35607239
these in (other)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:37:49 No.35607279 >>35607289

>>35607250
>>35607259
The stuff for the pack is in Release

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:37:51 No.35607280 >>35607328

>>35603785
move this out of other it's new >>35602403

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:40:04 No.35607289 >>35607296 >>35607308

>>35607279
didnt shepard make a new version of the luftkreig? its already on derpi and it was one of the pictures they put up to be voted on deletion

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:41:37 No.35607296

>>35607289
https://derpibooru.org/images/2389582

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:43:07 No.35607298
File: 1211395.png (150 KB, 653x1200)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:44:42 No.35607303

>>35607247
no

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:46:15 No.35607308

>>35607289
I don't manage the MEGA. I just know the Release folder is the important one and have the opinion that both striped shit and the cute AIryannes shouldn't be in it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:50:15 No.35607325 >>35607768
File: Secreter Fetish.jpg (412 KB, 986x1551)

https://u.smutty.horse/lvzxqrwxkoy.jpg

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:50:32 No.35607328 >>35607339

>>35607280
It isn't really a submission for the pack, it was just a doodle for the reply

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:52:41 No.35607339

>>35607328
can just go into the sketch folder cant it? its a good doodle

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:53:47 No.35607344 >>35607432
File: tiredwindmill.png (123 KB, 874x1080)

>>35602403
I don't know what I'm doing

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:55:57 No.35607353
File: ArianneArtpackanimu.png (2.54 MB, 1600x1500)

>>35607248
>>35602403
Sorry, just now noticed a few lines that
were off, now its done.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)09:56:57 No.35607359 >>35607381 >>35607387

>all these latecomers
I see libftards made a great advertising campaign ^:)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:02:10 No.35607381 >>35607405

>>35607359
Nah man, we are just beeing (non russian) artists my dude.
I submited a day before deadline on every clop for a cause too, and I know I wasnt the only one by far.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:03:14 No.35607387

>>35607359
Nah, I'm just too good at procrastinating ^:)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:09:38 No.35607405

>>35607381
This. 98% of drawniggers always submit the day before the deadline. it's a constant. If you tell them to submit something 3 months early for an artpack, they might be on time. It doesn't matter if they're getting paid or not.

 NAWA 07/15/20(Wed)10:11:40 No.35607412 >>35607432
File: nazi pone crosses paths w(...).png (407 KB, 1957x1853)

>>35602403
Here is something small I
made for the cause.

 evan555alpha !BugButtDgk 07/15/20(Wed)10:14:27 No.35607418 >>35607432 >>35607629
File: Preggyanne.png (161 KB, 693x981)

>>35604853
>>35604904
And make Preggyanne (WIP anyway) I did!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:19:16 No.35607431

>>35606501
Normally I won't bother with zigger porn but Aryanne is made for taking zebra dick.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:19:24 No.35607432
File: 99bf6a6052097a18090d9b0b7(...).png (612 KB, 750x750)

>>35607344
>>35607412
>>35607418
>All this new oc still coming
in at the final day

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:33:34 No.35607475 >>35607477 >>35607533

Hey, MEGAfag, you added the zebradom trash but skipped the SFM anthroshit.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:35:05 No.35607477 >>35607491

>>35607475
This. I hate both with passion, but anti-censorship is anti-censorship.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:42:06 No.35607491 >>35607541

>>35607477
Big disagree. I think neither should be in and would just be lowering the value of the collection of otherwise decent stuff.
Call it their punishment for both posting NSFW content on a blue board.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:42:31 No.35607493 >>35607499

>>35606859
Should it be in a pastebin link or a gdoc or what?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:42:37 No.35607495
File: Annotation 2020-07-15 114056.png (124 KB, 408x601)

>>35606924
aaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAA

https://u.smutty.horse/lvzybxgjkae.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:44:01 No.35607499 >>35607502

>>35606859
>>35607493
ignore that guy just post it somewhere so people can save it

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:43:59 No.35607500
File: uwu.png (3.21 MB, 4500x4000)

>>35602403
I just barely got around
to finishing this one!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:45:14 No.35607502 >>35607507

>>35607499
>ignore that guy
The one asking to see his writing?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:46:49 No.35607507

>>35607502
the one saying it might be too shit to add. we've got no gatekeeping standard bar for drawing, why should we have one for writefagging? the whole point is that anyone can contribute

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:49:34 No.35607510 >>35607531 >>35607533
File: depressed man drinking.gif (1009 KB, 500x280)

Whatever. Here.
https://pastebin.com/z5a1vfBW
If it's shit it's shit assuming I even linked it right
I'm going to have a drink and black out.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:58:56 No.35607531 >>35608416

>>35607510
woulda preffered people posted their writefaging in the thread directly. maybe we can get some reading party going on for the release party?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)10:59:45 No.35607533 >>35607547

>>35607475
>he added it
I love that the pack's turned into complete shit on the last day
>>35607510
Good stuff. Fun little story that I'd like to see more of.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:02:40 No.35607539

When is the release party?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:02:53 No.35607541 >>35607567 >>35607619 >>35607671

>>35607491
The anthro sfm at least has some good humor, and disallowing content just because you find it distasteful would be hypocritical for an art pack about freedom of expression.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:05:22 No.35607547 >>35607555
File: file.png (3 KB, 162x36)

>>35607533
so he did. and he got the file name

wrong for luftkrieg

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:12:04 No.35607555 >>35607559

>>35607547
Fixed. If you see any other naming errors, let me know.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:15:17 No.35607559 >>35607569
File: file.png (7 KB, 333x42)

>>35607555
Half of the names are petty generic, but these are extra generic

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:19:20 No.35607567 >>35607601

>>35607541
So if I scrape together a drawing of zebras shitting on Aryanne's face or some Dilarus-tier mouthpieces that's allowed because apparently the pack's accepting anything?
And I'm honestly not even that bothered by the SFM besides the sort of grotesque body Aryanne has. It was just funny to me that it was skipped over.
But the fucking zebradom shit should go. It's literally the exact trash that was actively supported and being allowed by the Derpi mods when this whole thing started. The fact that you use freedom of expression to justify it makes no
sense considering it was never at risk and the drawing has fuck all to do with anti-censorship so it doesn't fit the theme on either front.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:19:51 No.35607569 >>35607575 >>35607578 >>35607580 >>35607583

>>35607559
Changed. Most submissions didn't have a meaningful filename (numbers, date, etc.) so I just picked filenames.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:25:03 No.35607575 >>35607585
File: file.png (25 KB, 219x92)

>>35607569
yeah not terribly important but heres
one

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:26:07 No.35607578 >>35607585
File: file.png (22 KB, 348x100)

>>35607569

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:27:09 No.35607580 >>35607585
File: file.png (19 KB, 156x131)

>>35607569
damn you were a lazy nigger

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:28:18 No.35607583
File: file.png (19 KB, 236x129)

>>35607569
.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:28:57 No.35607585 >>35607589

>>35607575
>>35607578
>>35607580
Make sure you're looking in the Release folder. I just checked and the filenames match up.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:32:44 No.35607589
File: a25c86277e24975dde3f6f89c(...).png (680 KB, 900x900)

>>35607585
your right. time for bed since my brain cant
process the right task.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:36:55 No.35607593

>>35602403
Posting this on behalf of SwedishSnus
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzwjgpojet.webm

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:46:38 No.35607601 >>35607607 >>35607615 >>35607619 >>35607653 >>35608231

>>35607567
Zebradom is absolute trash, but it is very much allowed to be shared online in the name of freedom of expression. I wouldn't exclude it from an art pack like this solely because some /mlpol/-tard gets his tits in a twist when it doesn't
cater to his fetishes. I don't know remember hearing about any rules about what's not to be included in the pack except for direct calls for violence and downright illegal imagery.

However, the pack is very much oriented around being pro-Aryanne (just the OC, not the nazi ideology). It's worth discussing whether including pictures that clearly goes against this theme is appropriate for the sake of thematic
consistency. My thoughts on the matter: If you have a picture of Aryanne clearly enjoying zebra dick like she has some kind of bestiality fetish then it goes in under some kind of fetish folder preferably "bestiality", for the keks . If it
depicts her being violated and berated for being a Nazi, then kindly fuck off and aubmit that to the pro-censorship pack.

 evan555alpha !BugButtDgk 07/15/20(Wed)11:51:23 No.35607607

>>35607601
This. I absolutely abhor futa but you don't see me advocating for that trash to get removed.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:56:43 No.35607615 >>35607618 >>35607619

>>35607601
Free speech means things you don't agree with, even things that support authoritarianism, must be tolerated. That goes for Derpibooru, and it goes for anyone else supporting this principle. If 1 fucking drawing of Aryanne/Luftkrieg
getting striped is enough to adopt a new policy of banning stuff then just call it the Aryanne Tribute Pack or something.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:58:14 No.35607618

>>35607615
Containment folders. Stop bitching because your fetish isn't exactly something everyone's enthused to have mingling directly with the rest of the content.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)11:58:20 No.35607619 >>35607639

>>35607541
>>35607601
>>35607615
Anon, the pack is meant to protest censorship. The artpack itself is not a platform for free speech, but a tool to defend it through subversive content -- while also showing how ridiculous it is that cute ponies doing cute things would be
subversive at all.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:00:10 No.35607621 >>35607622 >>35607631 >>35607651 >>35607905

Alright, this is a community run pack so here's a poll to settle this debate over the contentious picture.
https://www.strawpoll.me/20591675

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:01:03 No.35607622 >>35607623 >>35607624

>>35607621
Why do we even run Strawpolls when anyone with a VPN can stuff them easily, as the charity poll proved

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:01:37 No.35607623 >>35607624

>>35607622
Because he wants to stuff it easily, if the poll options are any suggestion.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:03:16 No.35607624 >>35607625

>>35607622
If you have a better solution, I'd love to hear it.
>>35607623
What side do I support?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:04:37 No.35607625

>>35607624
Literally a case of 'I am calm and reasonable, and my opposition is rabid and insane' in strawpoll form over comic form.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:06:47 No.35607629

>>35607418
Fuck nazis indeed.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:07:39 No.35607631 >>35607635 >>35607639 >>35607641 >>35608300

>>35607621
To be clear, this is suppose to be a free speech pack rather than just an Aryanne (Although there is a lot of focus on her due to Derpi). As long as the image was provided in good faith to the purpose of the pack I think it would be ill
advised to reject it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:10:53 No.35607635 >>35607639

>>35607631
This
Otherwise we’re just as hypocritical as Derpi mods

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:11:55 No.35607639 >>35607654 >>35607694

>>35607631
See >>35607619

>>35607635
Derpi is a platform; this artpack is a tool

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:12:16 No.35607641 >>35607654

>>35607631
>provided in good faith to the purpose of the pack
That's a pretty big assumption there and how exactly does that image demonstrate support for free speech?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:18:30 No.35607651

>>35607621
This is a free speech pack fighting for artist freedom of expression, I think everything should be allowed

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:19:57 No.35607652
File: nazihorse_vs_commiehorse_(...).jpg (3.14 MB, 7680x4320)

>>35602403
>>35606979
Added Kyrie doing some grilling. I'll just leave it like this. Better quality version:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzyvmlguqb.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:20:08 No.35607653

>>35607601
This. I don't care for zebradom, but personally I don't care if it's included either. My only issue is the implication that she's quite literally censoring herself.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:20:20 No.35607654 >>35607658 >>35607675 >>35608038

>>35607639
>>35607641
Look, I may not like it either but I would be hesitant to exclude things submitted. Unless of course it is obviously bad faith, the author doesn't intend for it to help the pack, etc. I will agree that it is a big assumption that it is in good faith
and that I am giving the benefit of the doubt here.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:23:22 No.35607658 >>35607683

>>35607654
It's very obviously in bad faith. One of the reasons for you-know-who's salt regarding this OC was because his striped contribution to an Aryanne artpack was turned away. This is just a giggling revenge gambit.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:27:04 No.35607671 >>35608208

>>35607541
I'm behind on the thread, which post is it where it was posted?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:28:15 No.35607675

>>35607654
It clearly isn't in good faith, though? It's a sketchy zebradom picture with BLM aspects thrown in on the last day of submissions for a pack that is made to fight for the right to post positive depictions of the pony being degraded.
The fact that anyone thinks this shit post was anything but that and are defending it as a legitimate entry is disappointing.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:30:41 No.35607683 >>35607705

>>35607658
Maybe a poll then. I just ask that you revise to be a bit more neutral, good faith or bad faith, stay or go. New thread is up so you can post it there when ready. As I said, I would hesitant but I guess we'll see what people think. I just fear it
turning into a "gotcha" incident.

Also,
NEW THREAD
>>35607659 →

Feel free to carry on conversation here before this thread is archived to figure things out before moving to the new thread.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:30:46 No.35607684

>>35607180
>AI generated pones are cool, but should they go in the pack?
Well, after generation they were edited by real people, so that can count. And AI is not a human, so we don't violate anyone's rights here.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:32:38 No.35607690 >>35607697

>>35607170
Where's the AI pony generator? I want to try.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:33:36 No.35607694

>>35607639
Yes, Derpi is a platform, but shadowban is also a tool
Doesn’t make it any less wrong

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:33:55 No.35607697 >>35607701

>>35607690
>>35606305 →

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:36:47 No.35607701

>>35607697
Thanks :3

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:37:58 No.35607705 >>35607712 >>35607719

>>35607683
I say you should just put the damn thing in the other folder and move on. Polls on 4chan can't be trusted because someone's gaming it 99% of the time and it's one fucking sketch out of 150+. The pack was never going to accept
everything posted anyways so it's a shitty gotcha, and no one can seem to agree on whether it was even posted in good faith.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:40:58 No.35607712

>>35607705
Moving it to the other folder is basically what the plan was if we decide not to include it in the pack itself.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:46:45 No.35607719 >>35607725 >>35607728

>>35607705
I don't think anyone thinks it was posted in good faith.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:50:09 No.35607725

>>35607719
That's the argument for keeping it, isn't it? If everyone thinks it was in bad faith, everyone would be supporting its removal.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:52:01 No.35607728 >>35607734 >>35607741

>>35607719
I'm going to argue we should keep it even in bad faith, this is the anti-censorship pack, desu. It shows a stronger argument to keep it. I still don't know which image we're talking about so if someone could link it as a reply to mine, that'd
be nice but based on the description, it still sounds like it fits.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:53:31 No.35607734 >>35607747

>>35607728
It's here >>35606501

File name was "secret fetish"

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:56:31 No.35607741 >>35607750 >>35607996

>>35607728
That's retarded. Why would you keep something posted in specifically to stir up shit?
There's supporting freedom of expression and then there's letting shitposters have free reign to get their giggles and the picture definitely gives off vibes of the second.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:57:58 No.35607747 >>35607763

>>35607734
that's kind of hot desu. I see why it was deleted though with the 100% horse panel at the end.

*worried Nazi horse noises* is pretty funny. I can see why people made the argument it was included in good faith, I even thought about doing a zebradom picture myself. In fact, if I get my drawing tablet, there is still time!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:59:13 No.35607750 >>35607763

>>35607741
...because we're better than them and there's no rule against it? I'll be your devil's advocate here. I joined the pack to support the lack of censorship, not more of the same. Being inclusive on this is a point in your favor, not against it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:04:27 No.35607763 >>35607768 >>35607786 >>35607788 >>35607793 >>35607855 >>35607910

>>35607747
>I like zebradom so it's in good faith
>>35607750
I'm gonna take Aryanne vectors and make a bunch of half-assed BLM mouthpieces for the pack today.
There's no rule against it and you don't want to censor me, right?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:08:47 No.35607768 >>35607789 >>35607801

>>35607763
What do you think about >>35607325 ?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:12:46 No.35607778
File: 1567158063103.jpg (56 KB, 573x618)

>>35606214
>rainbooru CMC

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:14:59 No.35607786 >>35607996

>>35607763
I don't like zebradom by default, I'm just saying it's a pretty good setup and picture. Doesn't make sense to exclude it. I still haven't heard anyone give a good argument as to why.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:16:00 No.35607788

>>35607763
Cool, can't wait. I'll be in the new thread waiting for you to put your money where your mouth is.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:17:01 No.35607789 >>35607792

>>35607768
What's different about this picture? The pony power dialogue?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:19:02 No.35607792 >>35607796

>>35607789
The zebras and ponies are swapped.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:19:04 No.35607793

>>35607763
https://www.meme-arsenal.com/en/create/template/30152

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:20:05 No.35607796

>>35607792
Oh, I get it now. Clever. Still pretty hot.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:22:12 No.35607801 >>35607996

>>35607768
should add that one with it. y'know, we wouldn't want to censor.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:28:57 No.35607810 >>35607812 >>35607818
File: Annotation 2020-07-15 142658.png (224 KB, 412x524)

>>35602403
Room for one more?
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzzjqygkpd.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:29:38 No.35607812

>>35607810
Nice job

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:31:25 No.35607818 >>35607829

>>35607810
God I'm going to hate looking at this again tomorrow after I've actually had some sleep and can see all the mistakes glaringly clear with a fresh pair of eyes.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:36:16 No.35607829

>>35607818
>https://u.smutty.horse/lvzzjqygkpd.png
The muzzle could use some work but I don't see anything overtly wrong with it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:39:09 No.35607834 >>35607842 >>35607851
File: Grhsd1O[1].png (4 KB, 128x128)

uploaded for a friend

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:41:54 No.35607842

>>35607834
Link to to the next thread's anchor >>35607659 →

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:42:59 No.35607845

>>35606174
looking much better, m8

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:46:07 No.35607851

>>35607834
is this going in the artpack? you need to anchor it

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:49:08 No.35607855

>>35607763

>This project is about community involvement.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)14:06:36 No.35607889

>>35606882
>>35606897
I heavily favor the original one that mimics the original book's cover.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)14:15:40 No.35607905

>>35607621
>not putting a "put it in the cursed folder" option
you're fucking retarded anon

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)14:18:25 No.35607910

>>35607763
>I'm gonna take Aryanne vectors and make a bunch of half-assed BLM mouthpieces for the pack today.
>There's no rule against it and you don't want to censor me, right?
If you make like 40 of them you can't seriously expect us to put them all in. That's not an issue of stifling what you are saying, that's an issue of you making the artpack bad.

Then again, if those 40 images could be shrunk down and fit on 2 pages, all arranged in a grid, that would actually be kinda cool.

Also, having the nazi pony support BLM sloppily at a camera sounds hilarious. Please, be our guest. Where's my god damn BLP propaganda, anon? Gimmy.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)14:58:22 No.35607996 >>35608004 >>35608037
File: 154152.jpg (411 KB, 2500x1919)

>>35607786
>>35607801
>>35607741
Remember guys, this art pack is about sending a statement on free speech and not Aryanne herself, and we shouldn't let some shitpost zebradom porn overshadow that.

We need to send the RIGHT statement to people and in order to do that, we have to keep in mind our audience like >>35574613 → said. We could keep it in the Cursed folder in the interest of including everything
due to free speech (keeping to the strict principle), but with this response here >>35606575 you can clearly see it was posted in bad faith to get us all riled up.

Also, we want this thing to be taken seriously right? Including the zebradom pic right out in the open would make it seem like a joke and not a legitimate collaborative effort. We dont want the pack to be seen as a shitpost right? As
>>35574686 → also said,
>Business is business, and business has to be somewhat serious.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:01:11 No.35608004 >>35608088

>>35607996
Reasonable take, but I don't really see the pack as a serious thing at all. It's a collaboration to enjoy cute ponies which happens to be controversial among retard circles on other sites. It should be included under something like a
"Shitpost" folder, all alone or maybe with that uno reverso edit.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:12:38 No.35608037 >>35608088

>>35607996
Expecting us to be hyper-focused on our actual point is dumb. We aren't creating propaganda, we're making pictures of a horse. The creation of messages that others might disagree with is entirely the point of this pack, to the degree
there is one. Make no mistake, this is pleasure, not business. We aren't here to maximize some particular vector. We aren't here to make the maximum amount of money. We aren't here to convince the maximum number of people with
arguments and narratives. We're here to exercise our right specifically to make art containing depictions of things that others may find distasteful, with a focus on cute ponies.

If I were to argue that the zebradom shouldn't be part of the pack, it would be because it isn't cute. It's rape. It isn't even a symbol of rape, it's just rape, or perhaps exhibitionist intersperses rape-play, which would be better.

Put the rape in the book. Skip out on it when it gets "gritty and real" or goes on and on for pages and pages.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:13:26 No.35608038 >>35608088 >>35608306

>>35607654
Just confirming here, the art was done for the pack in good faith. Shit fetish and all, yadda yadda, but fuck censorship and the Derpi mods and shit. Just thought it was a funny concept for a sketch comic

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:24:00 No.35608077
File: Hatespeak.jpg (3.38 MB, 2400x1600)

re uploading from
/mlpol/

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:27:42 No.35608088

>>35608038
When the original zebradom submission (that was actually a shitpost) was done by NDF, there were a few artists that were wary about even being included in the pack anymore because of its apparent deviation away from the original
message. Gotta remember for some of these artists, their reputations are on the line here too, and would appeciate it if the goal of the pack is kept in mind:
>art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship.
>The purpose is to promote free speech.

>>35608004
>>35608037
Just to be clear, I'm still for including it myself, but in the separate folder if anything.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:34:35 No.35608104

>>35606292
nah it was gonna have a few extra characters

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)16:05:51 No.35608208

>>35607671
If you haven't found it yet, it was this post >>35606639.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)16:14:36 No.35608231 >>35608260

>>35607601
> If it depicts her being violated and berated for being a Nazi, then kindly fuck off and aubmit that to the pro-censorship pack.
Berating Nazis is free speech, anon.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)16:27:59 No.35608260

>>35608231
In the specific case of this pack, content of a nazi receiving violence and getting berated would never have been removed from derpi. Therefore, it is not in the category of "images censored by derpi." and could be considered off topic.
Still, keep it. That logic is hair splitting, unless it becomes a big problem.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)16:37:45 No.35608300

>>35607631
This. Just throw it in its own Zebra-dom folder and be done with it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)16:39:25 No.35608306

>>35608038
>add it to the pack cucks
>it was done in good faith

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)16:52:49 No.35608367

>>35606639
LMAO

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:04:08 No.35608416 >>35608440

>>35607531
Oh yeah, btw how is the release party gonna work? Where is it gonna be streamed?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:11:00 No.35608440

>>35608416
probably Datte's picarto, but I'm sure it'll be explicitly said later on

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:12:17 No.35608443 >>35608470
File: QT.png (990 KB, 2388x1668)

>>35602403
>Wake up
>Everyone seething at my zebra thing

Ill made a cute thing to make up for it. Balance attained.
Have a pair of hooves

Love yall, free the butt

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:19:18 No.35608470
File: QT sketch.png (812 KB, 2388x1668)

>>35602403
>>35608443

And also just the sketch, since there is a sketch folder. Im more partial to sketches than coloring, so might
as well include this too
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